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Selected-M-A-Bait All

Round

• Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County
United Press

Defense Of GI May Have •
Been Hurt By US.Lawyers

A

Kentucky Community Newspaper
=ir

IN OUR 78th YEAR

First...
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, June 7, 1957
Record Enrollment
Expected At MSC

Marvin Wrather Is
Named President
Joiut Ahunni Council
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•

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Lovell Parker
Receives High
FHA Award

Charlie Burkeen
On USS Saratoga

Vol. LXXVIII No. 136

Moral Tone Of Community Is
Factor In Crime, Dr. Ryle

MURRAY, June 6 —Murray
NORFOLK, _Va. —Charlie I..
LOUISVILLE, June 7 ail —
State College is expecting the
Burkeen, airman,' USN, son of
Marvin 0. Wrather, Murray, was
Mrs. Pernecy Weatherford of
By LEE NICHOLS
partment has been "very scrupu- largest summer enrollment in its named Wednesday as president
New Concord, aboard the attack
United Press Stag Correspondent lous" not to divulge evidence history, according to President of the new Joint Alumni
"The spiritual and moral tone Rotarians. This
Council
amoUnt is second
aircraft carrier 41SS Saratoga, of a community
WASHINGTON el? —U.S. At- which may be used in court for Ralph H. Woods. Registration for of six state-supported
is highly im- only to that which is pelt out
colleges
will take part in an International portant" in
tprney Oliver Gasch charged to- fear of prejudicing the 21-year- the summer session will be Mon- at a meeting here.
curbing delinquency for national defense.
Criminal
day. Classes will begin Tuesday.
Naval Review scheduled to be and crime, Dr.
Aiv that lawyers fighting for GI old soldier's defense.
Alumni from 'Murray, Eastern
Elmore Ryle, Di- activity is advancing Dr. Ryle
Enrollment
held
June
last
12'at
year
Hampton
for
William S. Girard may have hurt
the
Roads,
rector of the Division of Proba- said. The last
He added the subpena move
Kentucky, Western
Kentucky,
six
months of
Va.
his defense in Japanese courts "is not going to do Girard any summer session was 1088, a Morehead, and Kentucky
tion and Parole :told the Murray 1956 indicated a
State
rise of 17 per
Murray State record, and Dr.
by "aggressive actions" in his good."
Rotary Club yesterday.
College and the University of
-cent.
More
Also
than
the
average
60 U.S. Atlantic
age of
behalf.
If the community 'works, tow- the criminal dropped
Among key evidence which Woods said that advance infor- Kentucky will be represented on
Fleet ships, headed by the latest
from _about
Gasch, who is cond tietinhe rrilht be disclosed is thalJacek- mation indicated an increase this
aircraft aasiaseasor-liottleshipey. ard self i nuirs.wpien I. it can 22 down to 18, he continued.
_in
goetrnment's fight a-ta'
r a ing on a Japanese charge that
Wrather public relations diCrimes of violence are on the
guided missile cruisers, destroy- prevent many from turning towIn addition to the regular
move to force Girard's return to Girard "enticed" Mrs. Naka Sakai
rector for Murray State College,
increase he told the assembled
ers and submarines, have been ard crime, he said.
summer
schedule,
a
three-week
this country, told the United to pick up empty shell cases on
Dr. Ryle said that a community,Rotarians. These are
said the Mundt will serve as an
chosen to represent the United
crimes such
Press he is "very regretful" at- a U.S. firing range, then shot her intersession course on audio-vis- agency enabling alumni
States. In addition, at least 18 must build itself economically at 'Murder, arson, assault, sex
oi coual
education
and
a
workshop operate on mutual
torneys retained
by Garard's in the back with an empty shell
so
that
jobs
are
provided.
It
projects.
crimes,
foreign nations will•display their
etc.
It
'mnily have subpenaed all writ- fired from a grenade launcher. on teaching conservation will be will meet at Murray in
October.
might for the first international must provide ample educational
Whereas crimes was formerly
records in the case.
facilities
and
have
High U.S. officials told the offered.
good
churches,
naval review to be held in
thOugrif to have been centered
Also scheduled is the Summer
Indicating the government may United Press earlier that this
he continued. American waters since 1907.
in the urban areas, toy it
seek to quash the subpena, Gasch question was the key issue in Science Institute, sponsored by
Over twenty billion dollars is
has expanded, and rural areas
said however "it now looks as if deciding • whether to surrender the National Science Foundation.
Defense Secretary Charles Wil- spent annually in crime, crime
Sixty-two high school physical
we may have to open up the Girard to the Japanese courts.
son is expected to represent prevention, imprisonment, and are increasing in crime activity.
The state of Kentucky follows
A 2e Shelby Potts is spending
wkile thing."
President Eisenhower at the re- corrective steps, he told the
The subpena requires the gov- and biological science instructors
this national trend, Dr. Ryle
r view.
Army Sends Observer
ernment to produce in court on have accepted grants to study at a 30 day leave' with his parents,
said, however Kentucky leads
At the same time, Brig. Gen. Tuesday all written data having the Institute, for which a group Mr. and Mrs. Derwood Putts.
in one department;—and that is
The shipstill be in the HampCharles L. Dicker, asistant Ar- anything to do with the case. If of outstanding scientiest from Potts has been in the Armed
the population of- prisons has
ton area for "Fleet Week" which
my judge advocate general, pre- the government _objects. ii. can throughout the United States har Forces for the past 38 months,
been reduced. arida —Ione-47. During this- -time,
--- •
n selected for the faculty.
lte his been stationed In Greenpared to go to Japan immediate- try to get the court to quash the
This has beigi accomplished
numerous "American type" enland, Guam. and Okinawa. He
Mies Lovell Parker
to act as the Army's official subpena.
by a system of Ipa_role and protertairunent events have been
will return to his base at Ros(Zserver in the Girard trial.
Restraining Order Issued
bation. Nine persons out of ten
Miss Lovell Parker, daughter planned by the local civilian
well, New Mexico on July 1.
Army
Secretary
Wilber
M.
Harrington and Earl J. Carroll
of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Parker committee, especially for the
who are probated proves themBrucker said sending Decker re- of New York, who has taken the
selves good citizens, he said
Seaman Donald
Watson
flected the Army's "interest in case without pay because of his
is received the State Homemaker visiting navymen.
Joseph H. Coffins. age 41.
while six out of ten placed' in
spending a 30 day leave with Degree at the 12th annual State
the case."
passed away Monday, June 3rd
interest in the affair, obtained a
The
review
will
be a major
prison, return to prison at some
his parents, Mr and Mrs. Brooks F. H. A. meeting held on the
Gasch noted the Defense De- temporary restraining order in
highlight of the Jamestown Fes- at Detroit. Mr„,,Collins was em- later date on another charge.
Watson Watson has been station- Murray State College campus
ployed
by
'the
Chrysler
federal district court here Thur;Corporatival,
commemora
ting the 350th
Dr. Ryle told the Rotary Club
ed in Hawaii. Marshalls, Gilbert lune 4-6.
tion of Detroit.
day barring the government from
how crowded the state instituThe State Homemaker degree .anniversary of the founding of
and Phillipine Islands during the
is
He
survived
turning Girard over to a Japaby
his
wife,
Jamestown
the
, Va., colony in
tions are in Kentucky. There
is the highest degree obtainable
Blanch Collins, Dexter, his father
Mrs. Artie Mae Nanney, age 64, last 3 years. Watson will return
nese court.
are too many persons to corin the organization of Future 1607.
and mother. Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Federal Judge Joseph C. Mc- died this morning at the home to his base at San Diego, Calif.
rectly classify as to age, mental
Homemakers of Americo, and
Collins, Dexter Route 1, two
Garraghy ordered the govern- of her daughter, Mrs. Sandy on July 1.
or health condition and type of
is only conferred on the girls
daughters. Barbara June and
ment to show cause next' Tues- Harmon, on Dexter Ruute One.
crime.
contributing in an outstanding
Lois Ann Collins ,both of Dexter.
She is survived by her husday why Girard should not be reDr. Ryle pleaded for the parolway to their home, school and
one son, Joe Collins, Jr.. Dexter,
turned to Inas country for fur- band. Tommy Nanney, tWo,
ed and probated man or woman.
community.
one sister, Mrs. Leland Eldridge
ther consideration of his con- daughters, Mrs. Lee Bell. Almo
"They need help- he said. "Give
Lovell is a member of the
By United Press
of Detroit. three brothers, Woodtroversial case. It is then that the Route one, and Mrs Sandy HarKentucky — Temperatures for Murray Training School Chapter
row. Dexter Route 1, Euel, Pa- them all the encouragement that
showdown over the recorsis will mon, Dexter Route one. one
3f
Future Homemakers and is
duach and Royy Collins of De- you can," he continued.
sister. Mrs. John Ed Lovett of the five-day period. Saturday
NEW YORK fin — Religious come.
a member of the 1956-57 graduatThe speaker told the club
through
Wednesday
,
will
average
troit.
Girard. an Army specialist 3C Hardin. two brothers. Ray and
art that portrays Jesus Christ as
near normal. Kentucky normal ing class. During her four years
Mr Collins was a member of that he believed in persons who
-delicate ind effeminate" misses frorn Ottawa, Ill., is -slated to be Oman Jackson. both of Dexter
probated. They
school work. she
is 72 Little -Change except cooler el
e Lig gi..„eio-rebi Funeral ae.-v- Ire paroled
the true nature of the Man who tried in a Japanese court in Route one, three grandchildren
Sunday and Monday. Rainfal. extensive home, school, and coms will be held at the Unity as' h*aiekotai,.. 1.e said, and
41,1as the living Son of God, even- August or later for killing Mrs. and one great-grandchild
placed in this world by God
1
4 or munity projects, and during her
Presbyterian church in Marshall
She was a member of the In- will average from V4 to /
list Billy Graham said Thurs- Sakai,
I,, do a certain task. He said
an inch. locally more with scat- last year was selected as the
County Saturday at 200 p m.
dependence
Methodist
FAYETTEV
ILLE.
day night.
church. tered
N.C.,
June
7
F h nwers and thunderstorms c.utstanding Home Economica_stuFiends may call at the Linn the community has a great reart -The death toll in a. truck
Funeral services will be heki
He told
18,000 persons in
sponsibility in helping these
dent.
Funeral
Home in Benton until
at the Temple Hill Methodist Saturday and again Tuesday or
collision
near
Madison Square Garden that
here
reached
19
Her other achievements inpie who have run foul of the
Wednesday.
the
service
hour.
The
church Saturday at 200 p.m
Linn
today
Funto
tie
the
"This is my own opinion—you
record
for
the
clude: Member of State Memlaw: to rebibilitate,.themselves
eral
Home
isin
charge
with Lane Shanklin and Lewis
nation's
'of
the
worst
won't find any specific backing
truck
accident
in
bership Committee of Future
and become law _abiding and tax
arrangements.
Joiner Burial will be in the
for it in the Bible."
Homemakers, Chapter 1st Vice 'history.
%sifts citizens.
Temple Hill cemetery.
By UNITED PRESS
Graham said that a 20-year
Several of the 18 persons inPresident, 55-56, Member of disDr Ryle was introduced by
Friends may call at the Linn
Spring showers and thunderstudy of the Bible convinced him
trict scrapbook committee 55-56. jured when a truck loaded with
James M. Lassiter. The program
Funeral
'storms
Home
sweot
in
much
Benton until
that "Jesus wets perfect morally
of the northwas a Club Service committee
Mrs. Juanita Knight. age 52, Chapter recreation leader 54-55, migratory farm worker.; pulled
and mentally and there's no rea- ern half of the nation Thursday the service hour. The Linn Fun- passed away
program under the direction of
on June 4 at the and member of the degree com- into the path of a tractor -trailer
ers1
Home
night
is
and
in
charge of the Henry
heavy fog blanketed
lism to believe He was no* also
Thursday remained in critical
D. L. Divelbiss.
Ford Hospital in Detroit. mittee 55-56.
arrangernen
ts.
the New York area.
Tihysically perfect."
condition.
LOUISVILLE rti
Walter and Marvin Prince were
. — The KenMich. The body arrived at the
Shower activity decreased in
"I believe Jesus was stronger
Doctors said the death toll tucky Future Farmers of Amer- visitors from Benton. Kentucky,
Max Churchill Funeral Home
physically than Samson," Gra- the Texas-Arkansas - Oklahomacould "easily" reach 20. surpass- ica, whe,e1Ose an annual cOn- and Billy Whitlow was a guest
last 'night at 730.
ham said. "Nobody really knows Louisiana area, but the R e d
ing the previous worst truck col- ventioti here today, have named of Fleetwood Crouch.
Survivors include her parents.
what Jesus looked like, so is it River continued to roll at flood
lision in American history, whicn
Bill Wallace reported that club
Joe Mitchell, who started
Mr and Mrs. I.'B. Griffin of
necessary always to portray Him stage or above in its course
killed 19 in Texas in 1947.
farming when he was six years attendance dropped to 80 per
Murray, Route 4; one daughter,
The latest victim, idenfifiect old. as Kentucky's Star Farmer cent last week. Wallace submitas a long-faced, sallow, effete through the four states.
Mildred Witczak of Rayol Oak.
Bro. T. G. Shelton will conduct only as "Gary,"
Weathermen warned stockman
The brother of Mrs. Katie Mich.; one son
person?
25 to 30 years of 1957.
ted his resignation to the club,
Jackie
Knight
of
services
at the West Fork Bap- old, died at 2 a.m,
"Why not a robust, healthy, to move their cattle, from low- Simmons, Richard Todd, died Royal Oak.
Mitchell, 17, Smith's Grove. reporting that he had been ase.d.t. today in
Mich.; one brother. tist Church next Sunday. The
Highsmith Hospital.
virile conception of Jesus? He lands as the Red hit 29.5 feet at yesterday at 10:00 a.m. n e' a r Ancil Griffin
was presented with the $200 in signed to a post in Germany.
of Murray and one following unday he will conTwelve- of the dead, all Neg- prize money _and a $50 watch At the present time, Major Wallived a perfect life—He didn't Fulton, Ark., Thursday. It .was Glasgow, Ky. He was 86 years 'grandson, Jerry
Witczak
of
Royal
duct the service at the Fairgiew g , were
...In so His body didn't degene- two feet above flood state at of age.
pitched along the Thursday. He began his farming lace is on the ROTC staff at
Oak, Mich.
Baptist Church in Paris.
ghway or into roadside weeds. career with a heifer, calf and pig, Murray State College.
The funeral will be at 3:00
rate. I think He was every inch Arthur City, Tex.
The funeral will be held SatHe has just returned froga-li Two others were
Water poured over spillways o'clock on Saturday afternoon
a man."
burned to death gifts from his father.
urday at 2 p.m. at the Elm Greve trip to Chicago,
Harrisburg, Ken- in the wreckage. Five died later
Graham's call to his listeners at Lake Texorna into the Red near Tracy, Ky.
Mitchell plans to attend West(Continued On Page Six)
tucky
and
Bowling
Green.
River
at
the
hospitals.
of
rate
in
three-fourths
to "turn around and go God's
ern Kentucky State. College and
Of
million
a
gallons
per second.
way" drew a response of 569
later transfer to the University
"decisions for Christ." bringing The huge lake divides Texas
of Kentucky.
Oklahoma.
his New York crusade total to and
Delegates to the convention
Experts said the river would
13,889. Attendance at his meetwill elect and install new officers
crest in Louisiana Sunday, and
ings has run over 410,000:
•
Graham said that "hundred.; of warned of possible flooding near
Disl,zict winners named Iniersons have written to say they Shreveport, Coushatta and Alexwere converted by reading of andria.
Purchase. Kenneth Martin, 18,
In the East, heavy fog forced
Clinton; West Kentucky, Lawthe crusade in their newspapers,
By LYLE C. WILSON
to acquire $64,000 of actual, $16,600. If this
colet@s ant took "he is
all over the country, all over postponement of the Brooklyn United Press Staff Correspondent take-home prize money.
risking an assured $18,000 rence Garrett. 19. Central City'
the last, tang step, doubling his-Rummer IteiliNti at the Morrrry
,Dodger-Chicago Cubs game
The world."
WASHINGTON RP —The third'
for a chance to win an additional Green fttNret.
Parrlefi:
A single person with $4,000 of 332,000 into $64.000
the addition- $8,708."
17. Spottsville; North Central, Training School will open on
"I'm grateful for the press New York in the second inning. birthday of "The $64,000 Ques- annual income would be
•
assessed
al
tax
bite would be $23,292. The
coverage of this crusade," Gra- It was believed to be the first tion" shall not pass without a $15,400 in taxes
James H. Ragland, 17, Hodgen- June 10 for both elementary and
if he reached the take-home prize would be InThe bank argued that the same ville; North Kentucky, David L. high school students.
ham said. "I'tn not interested in time a major league game has reminder that thoughtfill citizens $32,000 winning level. This
would
creased by only $8.708.
Elementary school will begin
tax situation which discourages Weiss, 18. Augusta; Bluegrass.
seeing my own name plastered been halted by fog.
have been getting
sugar-coated reduce his actual prize money to
"Thus," the bank concluded, contestants from reaching
The soupy weather also dis- tax lesson trent the popular
from Stuart Berryman, 18, Nicholas. June 10 and end on July 19,
in the newspapers, just so.long
TV
$32.00( to $64,000 applies also vine; Cumberland. Roy Lee Rei- a period of six , weeks Classes
rupted airline travel at New program..as God's is there.
to businessmen with
venture chenbach, 18, Stanford. and East- will meet from 8:30 to 1130 each
"God has received the glory York and incoming planes were
it fi a lesson in what the incapital who refuse to risk it .by ern Kentupky, Kennon Cyril day.
-tome tax at current rates does
the coverage. I won't say diverted to airports in New
reason of tax limitations on their Taulbee, 17, Campton
Tuition, of $4.00 is charged
whether it's to the greater glory sey.
to middle and upper bracket taxpossible gain.
with a $2.00 supply fee aid a
payers. "The $64,000 Question"
of the United Press or the As$1.00 • swimming fee., Mac G.
sociated Press, for they've both
early got a lot of free and interThe Post's Comment
MacRaney, director of the Trainesting advertising on its tax asdone a grand job."
ing School, said that none of
pects in such unlikely places as
The Saturday Evening Post rethe work in the elementary
marked that:
the columns of the Wall 'Street
PADUCAH. June 7
—The has control of church publicaschool will be offered for proThe Pirates beat the Braves Journal, the editorial pages of Memphis
Miss
"What
Jane
Vaughn.
high
taxationmember
13
doing
of
Conference of t h e tions and is trying to lift
the to the free enterprise system is the Baptist Student union staff motion,
17-7 last night. The wining pit- The Saturday Evening Post and Meth
idist Church voted Thurs- Negro up socially.
The high school will begin
Nothing is a subject which is about as in- icre in Murray, is singing with
cher was Oakley with the loser the monthly letter of New York's day
to allow Negro churches to said about their
moral condition. teresting to the average
June 10 and end on August 2,
Parker. The Pirates had eight First National City Bank.
man as The state BSU /*tr, now tourrequest membership in the con- They want to put
a period of eight weeks.
the Negro on a treatise on medieval
hits and the Braves ten. For
The First National had an em- ference which Covers
meta- ing the Eastern part of KenWestern the same economic and social
Subjects taught . in the high
the Pirates Young, Carraway and phatic point of view about in- Kentucky
tucky. The choir under' the diphysics."
and Western Tennes- level with you."
Farris each had two hits. Parker come tax rates. It was that the see.
rection of Phil Langrave, meet for school will be English literature,
The. Post contended, however, their first service
literature,
American
But the Rev. J. C. Hume said
connected for three hits for the personal rates were confiscatory
at GeorgeThe measure ft permissive and
he saw no reason to oppose the that the famous TV show would town, one of the highlights of the health arid physical education,
Braves,. with Crouse, Williams to the point of discouraging' in- applies only
to conference activ(Continued on Rack Page)
measure, "witless we are letting "cause millions of persons to give tour will be singing at Gatlinand Spann each getting two.
dividuals from . taking risks to ities and not membershi
p in in- MIT prejudices show.
By UNITED PRESS
The second game saw the make more 'money.
If o u r some thought to the effect of the burg, at the Baptist church.
dividual
churches.
It
was
ap- northern brothers can
Southwest Kentucky — Partly Giants win over the Tigers 15-8
work in tax laws on business."
Gatlinburg is a short distance
Some Interesting Calculations
proved by a vote of 151 to 37.
clrudy and warm today, tonight The winning moundman w a s
About the time this editorial from Knoxville,
harmony with people, why can't
Back there when the TV proand is Miss VauBishop
William
Watkins,
T.
of
writer and others were guessing ghn's hometown
and Saturday, with widely scat- Stubblefield with the loser Rose. grams was just beginning,
we."
the Louisville, termed the action as a
before coming to
tered thundershowers Saturday.
that
the
TV
show
would
conBrewer got four hits for the bank distributed a letter which "compromise
Murray.
The Rev. H. W. Rash, pastor
measure,"
being
vince
High today in the middle or Giants with Kopperud getting said, in part:
the
voters
that
taxes
were
Miss Vaughn has finished her
taken by other Methodist con- Of the First Methodist Church,
Miss Edith Lovett, age 52, pasupper 80s Low tonight 65 to two. Foust and Jones each got
"The program has provided a ferences throughout the nation. Bartlett, Tenn., told trio confer- too high on the well-to-do, there freshman year at Murray State, sed away Test night at Or Murwas
a
rundown
on
the
tax
record
two hits for the Tigers.
majoring in Business Education. ray General Hospital following
vivid illustration of the way He said it gives "each annual ence Thursday night 'hat the
confiscatory personal income tax conference the opportunity to du nation needs 1.000 more Metho- of the past 20 years. The trend She is also a talented music stu- an extended illness.
was
the
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
other
way
with
taxes
MAKE SALE
dent, having played and sung in
rates stack the cards against what it wants to dO toward ad- dist deacanes.ses.
She.is.._survived by one sister,
steadily zooming on the big and
Covington and Louisville 67, Parisk-taking ventures."
mission or rejection."
The Rev. H. J. Burkett, Dyers- little fellow alike. The record Murray. She is a member of the Mts. 'Jewell Wells with whom
ducah 70, Bowling Green and
The young people of the Chest/
First Baptist church She is the she made her home
The bank c.ticulated that a
In' discussion on the integra- burg, Tenn.,\Was elecled presi- showed
in Murray;
Lexington 66, London 61 and nut street church will sponsor a contestant who
that in the 20 years from daughter of
was single ant tion Measure; T. R. Lesley, Jack- dent of the .confe
Mt. and Mrs. Rob- three .brothers. J. E. Lovett, Paren2e's
board
Hopkinsville 69
1936,
the
government
's
take from ert Vaughn. Gail Ross,
bake sale in front of the Belk- had an income of $4,000 annual- son., Tenn.
also
from dutah. Robert Lovett, Warren,
charged list '"the of deaconesses. The five - state individual income taxpayers
Evansville, Ind., 70,
had Murray State, is with the choir.
Settle store, Saturday morning. ly would have to win $448,711.11 northern branch
Mich., Ivan Lovett, Calvert City,
of the churcn conference ends;Sunday.
multiplied 64 times.
Her hometown is' in Paris, Tenn.
(Continued on Page Six)
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER & TIMES Title Favored Louisville
Took Advantage Of Errors

Welterweight To
Enter The Army

LEDGE& & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Lee.
at the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
.'inineekeidok October 20, 1928, and -the Wt Kentuckian, January
U. MIL
PUBLISHED

COCISOWSUCIli

JAMIL3 C. PI:LUAUS, PUBLISHER
Title favorite Leeisville Man- MURRAY
AB R H
ual took -aavantage at numerous G Brwr If
4 0 0
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor, oturray errors to olast me first Stout lb
1 0 0
or Public Vole. items which in our opinion ant not fer the best region nine from the state tour- Brewer 3b
3 0 1
13terfint at our readers.
nament at Lexington Weanesaay Pugh
2 0 1
Totals
25. 1 4
1168 10-1.
SATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE
the Manual - 300 025 0-10
The Crimsoms cinched
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave., New York; 301 N. Michigen
game in me Last inning scoring Murray - 001 000 0-1
Lye. Claleag0; 80 Bol,yston$L, Bostoo.
taree tunes on three Murray
E-J. Buchanan, D. Buchanan,
lIntered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmutation as miscues. inc ligers lone run D Bucn 2b
4 0 0
wnen
inning
came in the thiru
"Secood Class Matter
4 1 1
Roberts rf
noy Smith's long fiy nrove in J Bchn ss
2 0 1
BATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20c, per Lanny ttooerts trom Mira. The
Shroat cf
3 0 0
OS
C. In Calloway and adjouling counties, pee year 13-50( e.se- tatter haa uoubled to open the
Mc.
Smith c
2 00
mere, $5.50.
inning.
G. Brewer, Smith, Shroat, Pugh,
ene once proud Tiger - defense B. Barrow, leutiolph, Melear.
FRIDAY — JUNE 7, 1957
fell apart completely as a total RBI-Rudolph 3, Booker 3, Matof seven errors was cnarged to tingly 2, Holton, Smith. 2bteem. she Bengals also tiered in Booker, Roberts. HR-Holton,
TRUSTS ARE ILLEGAL
the clutch ana left ten men Rudolph, Booker. SB-Pugh to
strancied aurmg the afternoon.
Stout. Left-Manual 5, Murray
rhey managed out four tuts off 10. BB-Pugh 3, MatUngly 4,
'though the Supreme Court decision that DuPont must the cumtnnea hurling of Sam Grasch 2. Su-Pugh 3, Mattingly
1, Graser 4. HO-Pugh 7 'es,
no
divest itself of 63 million shares of stock in General mattingiy and hay terasch. inc
latter was crednea with tne win Buchanan 1 in leo, Mattingly 1,
Motors, or 26',r of the stock outstanding, the objective after taking over in the third.
in 3 and Grasch 3 in 4. R-1.11of the decision, which is to prevent restraint of comManual made a rout of the Pugh 9-6, Buchanan 1-1, Matmerce, will be far from achieved. And it will probably contest in the sixth inning as tingly 1-1, Grasch 0-0, HBPBob Rudolph, Leland Holton and 'Booker (by Pugh), J Buchanan
not be achieved for a long time to come, if ever.
Tom Booker each crashed long (by Mattingly), Mattingly e(by
Motors
DuPont's purpose in buying stock in General
homers to account for 5 runs. J. Buchanan WP-Pugh.
in 1917 was to get the largest outlet in the country .,for Grasch and Booker each had two Holton 2., W-Grasch. fl-Pugh.
Dan !high
one of it.s.-.;_s_r ..prssitacts-,--Ducu,...e...stitint-Ilat could -be hits for the winners.bsorbingMT
-1.7•51.f.tifienison and Boyce.
T-P-1:55.
sprayed on metal at a fraction of the cost off baked first defeat in rune decisiums.
Newport Public - 101 203 0-7
enamel.
BOX8CORE
AS R H 60
MANUAL
2 2 0 Russell County - 150 021 x--9
It has taken the court a long time to decide this vio- Hussung 2b
0 0 0 8 5
lates the Clayton Anti-Trust Law and since the practice Barrows 2b
Pigg, Vories (2) <id Rush;
3 2 1
,Rudolph as
started DuPont has patented other products, principally Veer ,lb
Riggins.
3 1 0 Polston, Garner (6)
synthetic fabrics, such as Nylon and Dacron, which Booker rf
Paintsville
000 000 1-1
2 2 2
4 0 1 •3 1
General Motors is buying in quantity for the production Bisig 3b
3 0 1 Owensboro Senior - C40 102 xMattingly p
of a better grade of upholstery than was formerly used Eddlernn
0 0 0 3 7 0
if
in automobiles.
3 0 $
Marrci
J. fiehafeY and Pinion; Ranson,
0 0 I Woodward; (7) and Anderson.
Cambell of
Just low the American people have been injured by Holton c
4 1 1 Lafayette - 024 000 0-6 7 2
1 0 0 Volt Knox - 020 000 0-2 4 3
this practice is so hard to determine that three of the R Barrow 1/
Munroe and tiuvalt Haciden
3 22
members of the Supreme Court did not participate in the Grasch p
28 10 8 and Shaw.
Totals
decision ordering DuPont to sell its stock in General
Motors. In fact only four members, a minority of the

wiwtarat CO.,

JUBEICH3PAION

A

;47'1°1n-raw-xi-a

court, favored the decision while two issued a violent
dissent. '
Under our judicial system it is impossible to convict
a person of a major crime by a minority vote of a jury,
but it seems thoroughly legal and acceptable to destroy
the woriu s largest corporation by a minority vote of the
.•
s
,
Supreme court.

Yankees Already Have Plan
Ready• To Rent Cinci Stadium

National League
29
26
27
25
22
20
15
13

Cincinnati
Brooklyn
Philadelphia
Milwaukee
St. Louis
New York
Pittsburgh
Chicago

Pct.
17 630
17 605
18 600
19 568
21 512
27 426
30 .333
28 317

GB
it
let
3
2
/
51
1
9,
2
/
131
2
/
131

Yesterday's Results
St. Louis 6 Pittsburgh 0
New York 2 Milwaukee 0 - •••-• Philadelphia 8 Cincinnati 2, night
Chicago at BrOoklyn, night, ppd.
fug

Today's Games
-at Brookiwn,-.1isi**.s.,..
St. Louis at New York, night
Chicago at Philadeiphia, night
Milwaukee at Pittsburgh, night

Tomorrow's Games

American League
Nt.46,

ybrk

Cleeekhe
Detroit:
Boite$
Kansas City
Baltimore
Washington

W L
31 12
27 18
23 21
24 23
23 24
20 26
19 26
16 33

Pct.
.721
.800
.523
.511
.489
.435
.422
.327

NEW YORK 011,-,_ Stefan Red),
unbeaten German welterweignt
who regIstfred his 15tit straight
victory in a bloody TV brawl
with Frank Ippolito Monday
night, will be inducted into the
U. S. Army at Fort Dix, N. J.,
Sunday.
And .he will have six stitches
in his right brow when he takes
his physical examination Monday.
tteers brow and IppolitO's nosi
bled so profusely asionuay meet
at St. Nicholas Arena that the
24-year old trerman slipped twice
on the bloony cariV'ao end fell
to the flour while winning a
split 10-round decision over the
2.1-year old New Yureer.
145%
Stefan, who we.aneel .
pounds to Ippolito's 1404e, came
to the United States in r eoruaro
1958, and now' uves at Passaic,
N. J.. where tie is a member of
a National Uuarci unit. Accordhe will be in the Army
only . six months, although in
the reserve fur 51e years after
his discharge.
Ippolito's in-and-out left-jabbing alai hooking tactics earned
the rounds vote of referee Al
Berl, 5-4-1. But judges Tony
Castellano and Harold Barnes
3- 8-1,
Redl,
respectively, because of his right
smashes to the body and his
left hooks to the head. Ippolito
almost folded after a right to
the body in the eighth round.

Robin Roberts Comes Through
With Sharp Eight Hitter

Two Join Walking
Wounded Of Brooks

Cincinnati at Brooklyn
St. Louis at New York
Chicago at Philadelphia
Milwaukee at Pittsburgh

Chicago

GB

Two more
BROOKLYN ttP
names were added to the Brooklyn Dodgers' "walking wounded"
list today.

Yesterday's Results

necessary to do

Today's Games

Patterson Signet:L.:
For Title Bout

Tomorrow's Games

TERMITES

Fight Restilts

Kelley's Pest
Control

1

By FRED DOWN
United Press Sports Writer
Robin Roberts gave the Philadelphia Phillies' long-shot Pennant hopes a "shoe:tin the arm"
today with proof he can still
win the big ones.
The 30-year.-uld right hander
came through with a sharp eight
hitter - Thursday night to give
the Phillies a 6-2 victory over
the C4—•
Redlegs. The. victory moved the Phillies to with2 games of first-place Cin/
in 11
cinnati.
The St. Louis Cardinals beat
the Pittsburgh Pirates, 6-0, and
the Nee' York Giants downed
the Braves, 2-0, in the other
National League games. Chicago
at Brooklyn was called off after
an inning and a half when a
dense fog enveloped Ebbets Field
arid made it impossible to follow
the ball,
Chigoe Maintain . Lead
The Chicago Vvnite lax maintained their five-game American
League lead with a 3-2 win over
the Boston Red Sox while the
second-place New York Yankees
also made it four straight %lcterits--svtirr-•eramf-^m~-1-ts-e
Cleveland Indians, 14-5. The Detroit Tigers beat the Washington
Senators, 7-6, and the Baltimore
Orioles whipped the Kansas City
A's, 8-3, in other Ai. activity.
Roberts was backed by a 10hit attack that included homers
by Stan Lopata, Bob Bowman
and Rip Repulski. Don Gross
suffered his second Oefeat.Stan Musial whacked two doubles to raise his average to .381
and take over the N.L. batting
lead. St. Louis' 41 - year - old
Morry Dickson pitched a sixhitter and contributed two hits
to the Cardinals' 12-hit attack
that dealt Run Kline his eighth
loss.
Ruben Gomez ,betame the N.
--•- -

Sal Maglie was unable to
5
pitch against the Chicago Cubs
Pe Tuesday night because of a
9
ised right thumb.. Veteran
br,
10
catcher Roy Campanella started
2 the game but had to leave in
/
121
13
the third inning when he was
18
hit in the left side by a pitch
thrown by the Cubs' Pick Droll.
Shortstop Pee Wee Reese still
is nursing a torn muscle in,
Ws right side and is not expected
to' return to the lineup until
I
the weekend series with the St.
Louis Cardinale

never find it
By MILTON RICHMAN
Chicago 3 Boston 2
so.
•
United Prete $ports Writs,
6
"Seeing 'what is being,- -done Petrod 7 Washington
NEW Wilt( ai - The New
New York 14 Cleveland 5
York 'Yankees, world champions in other communities in the way
Legal experts are enthused over the decision as they at finance as well as baseball, of encouraging a ball club to Baltimore 8 Kansas City 3
C
hope .1. win prove up be wnat they call a "blockbuster" already have a $600,000 rental come to such a community or
ca.APICAlb
estEY La 47;
in breaking up siores of newly-merged corporations plan mapped out today for the staying' there, I might be temptCincinnati Recilegs once ed," Lrosley told the Enquirer.
which have bead fornieu tor the sole purpose of escaping incoming
the Brooklyn /lodgers and Neu
Baltimore at Chicago, 'night
penalties of federal moor laws and union rules and regu. York Giants pull out for the
Boston at Kansas City, night
iauons, as well ea loping with other increasing. costagnif West Coast.
New York at Detroit, night.
developmental-AO the
Latest
14 DeSTRUCTIVE IMAM
Washington at Cleveland, night
operation.
franchise shift situation all pointpossibility
growing
the
to
ed
There have been two schools of thought on corporaOptimistic
NEW YORK- t
that the Dodgers will play their
FREE INSPECTION
tons ever since the private enterprise system started to 1958 home games at mammoth Floyd Patterson was signed for
a second heavyweight title dedevelop. The system has proven its right to exist by Memorial Coliseum in Los Ang- fense at Seattle today, but no Washington at Cleveland
weathering an unprecedented volume 01 abuse. And A eles, the Giants will play theirs progress was reported fawn the New York a; Detroit
at Seals Stadium in San Fran—Lieessed and Insured-goofy whirling of title Wegotia- Boston at Kansas City
can probauly weather a great deal more.
cisco, and the Redlegs will-share
rulers uf the light- Baltimore. at Chicago
among
lions
San. Kial/e7
Yankee Stadium with the Yanheavy, middleweight and welter
It may be in the best intrests of the public to stop the kees.
Phone 44.1
divisions.
trend towards consolidations and mergers. And the dePresident Dan Topping of the
Promoter Jack Hurley flew
By United Preee
'record
on
is
already
Yankees
cision against DuPont may be the kind of "blockbuster"
home to Seattle today with a
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio - Rocky',
as saying -we would not be
contract for young Patterson to Castellani, 159, Luzerne, Pa.,'
that is needed to do it.
adverse" to a co-tenant, so long
second defense of the knocked out Lester Felton, 153 ½,
his
make
as the inComing club would not
heavyweight crown at Seattle in Detroit. r3).
Still, it won't prevent the practice on which the de- encroach
on the Yankees' atciaion is based—restraint of commerce. If DuPont sells tendance. Such a club, however, the first we,ek of September.
Of couree, that defense probits interest in General Motors in the next ninety days would have to meet several terms, ably in the University of Washadded.
we don't believe it will keep management of GM from Topping
ington football stadium against
"Those terms," one basball
buying paint and upholstery materials from them. And official said, "will make the an unselected opponent is contingent on Floyd's keeping the
even if the ownership of the shares changes hands most Redlegs think they're paying off crown in his first defense againss. 606 W. Main St.
Telephone 134
the mortgage on the House that
of them will probably be kept within the family.
Tommy (Hurricane) Jackson at "YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO.':
Ruth built."
the Polo Glounds. July 29. The
It may be a good thing to dismantle the biggest cor- Here's how it would work Champ is favored at 4-1.
out:
Hurley, veteran promoter and
poration in the world every generation, or so. We did it
The Yankees are now paying
manager, said, -I'll announce the
in the case of Standard Oil _two generations ago, theh art anpual rental fee of ap- challenger, the date and the
Yankee
came the closedfamily Ford Corporation. Now it is Du- proximktely $600,000 for
site within 10 days. Also the
Stadium. They pay another $250.terms."
Pont.
000 for maintenance ef the ball
Announcing Peterson's contract
perk plus about $150,000 in taxes.
It seems, however, that they still do business at the That make, a total of a million for Seattle, Murky simultaneously poured ice water on the
same old stand, and we.sincerely hope the decision will dollars, a portion of which they
report that he and Baron Von
New
the
allowing
by
back
not hamper DuPont in its Major contribution it has made, get
Slums were negotiating for Archthe
use
to
Giants
football
York
ie Moore to defend his light
and is making, to the progress of our nation.
stadium dialing the fall.
heavyweight crown against midinto
Come
Redlegs
"When the
And especially do we hope it ,won't deter DuPont in Yankee Stadium, they will have dleweight champion Ray RobinPLEASE NOTIFY YOUR
at Los Angeles in Septembconstruction of a new paint factory at New Johnsonville to sign a long-term lease." the son
er.
where quite a number of our fellow citizens are finding same official told the United
Von Stumme 'is managing 40Press. "The Yankees have this
year old Moore's European tour.
employment.
thing all worked out and it
.
_
Robinson, announcing that `he
will cost Cincinnati at least
no longer is interested in de$600,000 to move in with them.
/ending his 160-pound crown
In addition. the Yankees will against welt-a' weight champion
insist on dictating television and
Carmen Basilio, said he would
radio policy."
be "eager" to challenge Moore
Tqpping verified at least part
for his 175-pound halo at lices
of that overall plan wheti he Angeles.
oommented recently that any
IF YOU SIGNED FOR A LINE LAST SUMI would like to take this opportunity to
incoming club' "would have to
MER, WHICH HAS NOT BEEN RUN, AND
Yanthe
of
thinking
the
match
thank you the people of Calloway County for
YOU PLAN TO USE GAS THIS FALL, YOU
kees on such subjects as radio
the wonderful support you gave me in the elecand television policy, reenber of
SHOULD ALSO NOTIFY YOUR GAS COMtion. Even though I wasn't a winner I hold no
night games and the operation
PANY.
ill will toward anyone.
of the stadium club."
- Baseball
wAsiiiNG.wpi
The Redlegs, hotrer, must Commissioner Ford Frick and
wait until both the Dodgers major league Presidents Warren
ir and Giants move (put, leaving Giles and Will Berridge have
I would like to congratulate Mr. Steele
New York open for a National been asked to appear before
League franchise.
the House-olludiciary Committee
on hiii- victOry ana express my gratitude fp,- the
In Cincinnati, President Powell on June 17.
clean, honest way all the candidates conducted
Crosley Jr. of the Redlegs said
Emanuel Celler (D-New York),
their campaigns.
he had no intention of "moving chairman of the comminte, saio
the ball club at this time" but the top baseball brass will be
admitted he may be "templed asked about the possible shift
under other circumstances.of the Brooklyn Dodgers and
.., Crossley, in a telephone inter- New York Giants to California
view with the Cincinnati En- as well as the game in general
new gas
quirer, told the newspaper it and money tratutactioes.
would bef "ridiculous" to say he
Celer's committee Is invi.stigatnever will move the. Redlegs, ing the game with an eye on
adding that he hoped he would possible anti-trust legislation.
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THANKS

Baseball Brass
Called On June 17
-

4

Leo Carraway

THERE WILL BE NO
MINIM UM CHARGE
t.
for those who install gas heating systems now and avoid the late summer
and fall rush. The minimum charge
will start on all
heating jobs
when you start using gas next fall.

Fr

L.'s first seven - game svinncr
with a nifty four-hitter that
paved the way for the Braves'
fifth loss in seven games. Red
Schoendienst walloped his et*h
homer of the year for the
Giants. Bob Buhl, a four-game
winner, suffered his second de,feat.
Minnie Minoso's two-run sevinning homer enabled the
White Sox to overcome a 2-1
deficit and present 3a-year-old
Jim Wilson with his sixth victory. Wilson limited the Red six
to seven hits and struck out.Ap.
He hurled the fourth etritii t
complete game by a White Sox
pitcher. Dave Sisler was the
loser.

enth

Mantle Hits 13th

Homer

Bill Skowron knocked in five
runs with four hits end Mickey
Mantle clubbed his 13th h•ener
of the year to lead the Yankees'
season-high assault of 20, Jolts
on five Cleveland pitchers. ./Mnny Kucks went the distance for
theYankees to wi9. his fifth
decision.
Frank-WNW& Itonae.red in_ Ihe--.
eighth inning to give the Tigers
their winning run after relief
pitcher Lou Sleater scored the
tieing run in the. seventh. Billy
Hoeft also homered for Detroit
while Roy Sievers, Ameggin
League RBI leader, sluggeis
11th round-tripper for the Senators. The win was Sleater's second.
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Home runs by Billy Gatdner
and Bob Nieman sparked Baltimore's rune-hit attack which enabled Connie' Johnson to gain
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NOTICE

NATURAL GAS SYSTEM
Phone 366
if you wish a gas service line run on
your property this summer or fall.
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Shocking Use
Of Drugs Is
Disclosed

Prison Cloud Lifts

Offer Is Made
To Big Leaguers
NEW YORK I& — Max Kantor, a New York television operator( disclosed a $5,000,000-a-year
pay-as-you-see television offer
to the Giants and Dodgers today
if they remain here.
Kantor, president of the Industrial Television Co., said he
had sent telegrams to Horace
Stoneham, president of the Giants,
and Walter O'Malley, president
of the Dodgers, last Monday.
Since they had not acknowledged
receipt of the telegrams, Kantor
said he was making the offer
public.
The Giants and Dodgers reportedly have shown greater interest in moving their clubs to
the West Coast because of an
offer of $2,000,000 to each by
the Skiatron Corp. to televise
all home games on a similar
pay-as-you-see basis.
Under Kantor's proposal, each
club would recieve $2,500,000 for
the same deal. Kantor said that
he was interested in making
the same offer to the New York
Yankees for rights to their lorries.

PAGE THREE

, WILSON ON POLITICS
BOSTON SA — Defense Secretary Charles E. Wilson, who
has a knack for stirring up
controversies with his pithy remarks, told a GOP dinner how
he and a friend recently discussed Wilson's lack of political
know-how. Wilson said he conceded he was no politician. "Yes,
Charlie, we all understand that,"
the friend replied, "but what
we don't understand is why you
think..you have to keep proving
it."

GLASSES AND LASSES
CHICAGO Sis — Lasses with
glasses with dark, ornate frames
are "sophisticated and worldly."
Girls with plain, rimless or goldfilled rims tend to wear conservative but expensive clothes. The
Optical Manufacturers Assn. here
made the judgments but reserved the most telling comment for
last. Corner decorations. en plastic rims reveal that a woman
is "feminine, stylish, youthful,
popular, intelligent and capable."'

SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th & Main

Phone 433

NEW YORK ril+ — The American Medical Assn. today launched an investigation of charges
of "shocking" use of stimulant
drugs by atheltes, including school
TEARS ON THE BUS
children, to improve their perDIMINISHING FiETURNS
SAN JOSE, Calif.
— A
forrnaoces.
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. er
bus-load of 91 children went to
The AMA's House of DeleThe Florida Railroad and Public school crying Wednesday.
A 13gates, governing body of the
Utilities Commission has agreed year old boy jiccidentally fired
powerful* organization, instructed
to let the Georgia Southern & a tear gas pencil in the bus,
the AMA Board of Trustees to
Florida Railroad stop passenger the sheriff's office said. They
determine the extent of "inservice on two trains between did , not explain why the boy
discriminate" use of stimulants
Palatka. Fla., and Valdosta, Ga. was carrying a teas gas pencil.
that can produce "antisocial beThe company said it cost $4,382
havior" and cause seriOus phyDIESELS PREFERRED
last year to provide service that
sical and mental changes.
CHICAGO ilft — Locomotive
brought in a total revenue of
The House of Delegates, meetEngineer E. C. Baxter, 70, com$1.98.
ing during the AMA's 106th
pletes a half-century of railannual convention here, also criSHOPLIFTER ROBBED
roading this month with the
ticized "mislanding" television
TOKYO
—A policeman who Chicago & Northwestern Railway
Route 2
Murray, Ky.
and radio patent medicine adarrested a man picking a wom- but he's not nostalgic about the
vertisements and urged more
an's pocket in a store Tuesday old coal burners. "These old
Old Paducah Road near Flint Baptist Church
careful screening of such ads.
discovered the woman was so steam engines broke your back,"
ads
invite
listeners
to "self- busy shoplifting sweaters s Ii. e Baxter said. "They jarred you
Names Amphetamine
DOUGLAS SHOEMAKER, AUCTIONEER
.The New „arsesels echelegaSisais- treatment of a variety of ailments didn't _ notice„,,I,Ssatoshe was being to pieces. I'll take
a diesel any
or
conditions."
robbed.
brought up the subject of stimuday"
lant drugs but its resolution
THE OMINOUS DREAD of a return to prison hos been lifted
was substituted with a more
from Mrs. Janet Gaik, 32, and her daughterz Geri-Kaye, in
strongly worded proposal. As
their Chicago home with rejection by Gov. William Stratton
adopted, the resolution singled
Ai an extradition demand for her return to Michigan. Mrs. Gaik, out amphetamine as an undesirable stimulant for use by ath'men Mrs..Catherine Dodson, escaped from a Michigan prison
letes. It also disapproved such
in 1952. She was serving aOS 5to 30-year sentence for driving
use of other "similar stimulants,"
a robbery get-away car. She Met and married John Gaik, Jr.,
however.
in Indiana and was discovered and seized by the FBI in ChiAmphetamine is used as an
cago last December.
(International Soundphoto)
inhalant or spray for head colds,
hay fever and similar complaints.
The AMA charged it also is
being used as a stimulant for
persons with no ailments.
The AMA reference committee
ssa,
By RON BURTON
on hygiene, public health and
UNited Press Staff Correspondent
industrial health said it had
HOLLYWOOD — iv+ — Bill
heard testimony "painting a
Bishop says there's no point
shocking picture of widespread
in getting excited about a role
and indiscriminate use of stiin order to turn out an inspired
mulants, such as amphetamine,
bit of acting as far as he's conto improve the performance of
By ROBERT BENNYHOFF
cerned an actor who gets himathletes in competition."
self keyed up isn't going to do United Press Staff Correspondent
"It was said that this vicious
ATOMIC TEST SITE, Nev. ST practice extends to children in
any beter than one Who's who's
—The U. S. set off the .first our schools," the report said.
calm.
blast of its 1957 'peace-liesPrescription Advised
join Net, Bishop said, he may in-strength* nuclear test series
Amphetamine and similar stimdo worse.
Tuesday amid a controversy over ulants, are legitimate medications,
"Whoever first dreamed •up rgdiation hazards.
the committee said, but should
that idea must haye been an
Within nimutes after the nuc- -be given only by -prescription
-amateur psychiatrist," the actor lear blast, the
Japanese Foreign 'in the reatment of specific ail-said. "It's a bad idea. It's not Office in Tokyo
issued a state- ments.
right. It may sound greats-the ment of "mindere
The report said t h e AMA
regrdt" that
04,7-1
idea of hopping yourself up the test had been
council on drugs has taken a
carried Out.
1. emotionally-rend na sure it • Today's nuclear
deviee was ex- stand 'repeatedly against the use
adds a little glamour to the ploded Ma: the Nevada
desert of these substances by aormal
business. The only trouble with with the -Slash
of 100 suns and persona. And it Mated that
it is that it isn't true."
the force of 1,0,000 tons of TNT the National Education Assn has
1, Bishop said that . his own ex- in thesfirst U. S. atomic demon- disapproved
administration
of
perience, and that of others, has 'stration ever witnessed by foreign slrugs to stitnulate athletes
to
: as
led him to believe that being newsmen.
greater activity.
tense
keyed up and
;1111
"r—all
is bad. for t--- Four foreign
5 s
5 1
The resolution on television
correspondents and
one's acting. The ups and downs l'24
official casservers from Western and radio advertising was includof an actor's life and his "be- Eureuean
nations heard and saw ed in a corrunitte report stating
tween pictures" problems pro- the
blast, rated as having about that a definite problem exists
bably serve only to heighten the half the
force of the bomb "and needs correction
myth about the advantages of that flattened
The public is constantly exHiroshima in World
being. keyed up.
posed to "misleading advertising"
War II.
"Sometimes he works like a
by surveyors of patent mediReporter "Disappointe"
dog, and sometimes he's doing
cines. the resolution said. These
'yr
s
The
Japanese
correspondent
ibthing." Bishop said.
who saw the explosion. Chugo
Dividends '
Koito. of the Kyodo news sere- will continue to test its nuclear
The actor believes that a soluice, said he was "somewhat dis- II. He announced that Britain
tion may be on the way to the appointed."
weapons despite Socialist opposiups and downs.
It is not as terrible as I had tio'n.
"Television and its residual
expected." Kopto said. "but it
Residents of Sacramento and
payments for additional showings
is terrible enough, I thought the San Diego. Calif., both about
films
will. I hopes change
of
blast and the flash would be 350 airline miles from the Nevada
things." he said. "Residuals give
more fearsome than they were. test site, saw the flash of the
an actor something he never
The 65th nuclear detonation pre-dawn explosion_ Fog and
had before—security for himself in
'lie U. S. and the first of haze apparently kept residents of
his family," planned series of nearly 20 test San Francisco and Los Angeles
Ind
Residuals stich as Bishop will
blasts this year was set off from seeing the flash.
derive from his present role in
atop a 500-foot steel tower on
Screen Gems' "Desperation" for
In addition to the Japanese
Yucca Flat on the 415,000-acre
correspondent, reporters from
the Ford Theater on TV WUsouthern Nevada test site.
agencies in West Germany,
.' ,snately will make a -huge differExperts Disagreed
ence in show business, he said.
France. and Italy stood alongside
The explosion came in the
"Stocks and bonds—t at what
39 U. S. newsmen and photomidst of disarmament talks in
It'll be like," he sal .
graphers atop "News Nob" hill
London and a cougressional hearwalk out to your mailbox, and
11 miles from the blast tower
ing on the dangers of atomic
There's a dividend — a nice
to witness the 755 a.m. e.d.t.
Holland Roberts
Experts disagreed on
out.
fall
check for a part you did six
blast.
whether it would be possible
NATO Ob
41-nonths ago or a year ago. The
to make "clean" bombs free
film is being reshown, so you
Nearby were 14 NATO observfrom radioactive fallout, while
•--get paid again for it. Take my
Holland Roberts has many years'
Charles Shafer. Weather Bureau ers from the Netherlands, Canada,
-aid genes, it's- a- Great
We
Denmark, Norway, Italy, West
attached to the Civil
experience in the automotive field
made 78 episodes of the show, eipert
What you want from service staGermany,
France, Great Britain
The welcome mat is out! Be
Defense Administration, put the
— experience that will -help you
and they are being re-run right
tion
is dependable products and
sure to register for the FREB
potehtial number of 'dead and and Turkey. Also there were
keep
your
car
running
along. Now every few weeks I
better,
longinjured in a H-bomb attack at more than 150 officers and endependable service! In addition to
I) RA WING of handsome door
er. So, put'. your car in his hands
get a check in the mail for my
listed men of the U. S. armed
105,000,000.
carrying a complete line of the
when
work in the series.
it
needs
prizes on one of the opening days.
forces and 7 civil defense observice.
London,
British
In
Prime MinS.
"l'here's no tension created
'famous S t
d a r (It Oil products, I No purchase necessary to register.
ister Harold Masmillan said the servers.
here. I find this sort of thing
The explosion came on the
West's nuclear experiments have
Holland Roberts offers you comFree souvenirs, too, while they last.
,very relaxing."
preserved peace since World War 13th day of waiting for proper
plete automotive service — car
So come early, and make it a habit
weather conditions for a nuclear
test. The series was set to start
washing, expert lubrication, tire
to drop in often for extrol service.
to
April 16, but the prevailing
and battery service, everything you
winds threatened to dump radioneed.
active fallout onto nearby popuSET OF FIRE KING OVENWARE
lated areas or contaminate the
MIXING BOWLS FREE
test site itself.
Featuring the Complete STANDARD Oft Line!
with each purchase of 7 or more
Today the winds were just
gallons of CROWN or CROWN
right, so the pre-dawn blast
EXTRA gasoline.
was set off with the roar of
a monster cannon and a shock
FREE CHANCE AT DOOR
Oil= iJune 4, 1957
wave that rolled across the desll:Lase= WW1
PRIZES!
TOTAL HEAD 1004
ert. The fireball, about 900 feet
sawed
Westinghouse Roaster-Oven
In diameter, burned at a temGood Quality Fat S rs
Dormeyer
Electric
perature
approaching
$19.00-21.20
1,000.000
Mixer
CROWN
CROWN
NO3ILOIL
UNIRO
ATLAS
ATLAS
Med. Quality Bu
GASOLINE
et- Cattle ... 15.00-18.00
EXTRA
degrees centigrade. It was so hot
G.E. Electric Skillet
SPECIAL
MOTOR OIL
TIRES
BATTERIES
Baby Beeves
it vaporized the steel tower.
17.00-22.00
SOUVENIRS for the KIDDIES!
The device was believed to
Fat Cows, Beef Type
12.00-14.50
be another of the family of
Canners and Cutlet's
7.00-11.50
atomic warheads the U. S. has
Bulls
12.50-16.10
been developing for small rockets
VEAIS —
or missiles. But scientists and
military officials remained silent,
Fancy Veals
23.00
as usual, about the exact nature
No. 1 Veals
of the device.
22.10
No. 2 Veals
REMEMBER THE LOCATION
The comparatively puny nuc19.80
Throwouts
lear bast was set off atop a
6.00-18.30
tower to reduce to a minimum
HOGS —
the possible radioactive fallout.
180 to 240 ponds
The height of the blast prevent19.65
ed it from touching the ground
or sucking up dust.

AUCTION SALE
HOUSEHOLD and KITCHEN
FURNITURE

Saturday - June 8th at 11:00 a.m.
SAM THOMASSON
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GRAND
OPENING

Film Shop First Blast

Of 1957 Set
Off Tuesday
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Thursday, Friday, Saturday June 6, 7, 8
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A man you can count on
to care for your car

Holland Roberts Standard Station
will serve the people of Calloway
County with famous STANDARD OIL
products
a

FREE GIFTS

customers on Opening
Days!

— MARKET REPORT —

Murray Livestock Co.
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
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COME EARLY—
Get Your Free Gift While the Supply Lasts
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Weddings

Jo Burkeen„Editor. .Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J
ocial Calendar

Tuesday, June 11
Murray Star chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
observe Friendship Night at the
Masonic Hall at seven - thirty
o'clock.
Circles of the WItIS of First
baptist Church will meet at twothirty o'clock as follows: I, Mrs.
Ragon McDaniel; II, Mrs. E. C.
Parker; III, Mrs. John Riley; IV,
Mrs. Pearl Jones; I, Mrs. Carl
Kingins; VII, Mrs. Melas Linn.
••••
Wednesday, June 12
Circle V of the WMS of the
'First Baptist Church will meet
at the Mission at two - thirty
o'clock..
• • ••
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wayne
Darnell of Farmington Route
Two are the parents of a daughter, Dana Gale, weighing seven
pounds 3542 ounces, born on Friday, May 24; et the Murray
Hospital.
• • ••
Ted Allen is the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. Coy Leon Hale
of Murray Route One for their
son, weighing nine pounds, born
on Tuesday, May 28, at the
-Murray Hospital.
• • ••
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gerald
Scates, 907 Vine Street, announce
the birth of a son, Johnson
Bruce, weighing seven pounds
9% ounces, born on Tuesday,
May 28, at the Murray Hospital.

Group II Of CWF
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. A. B. Austin

The guest speaker for t b e
afternoon was Mrs. Vernon Riley
who presented a most interesting
and informative talk on the
"Philippine Islands."
Mrs. Ruby Farmer gave the
devotion from the thirteenth
chapter of I Corinthians.
The chairman, Mrs. Frank
Roberts, presided at the meeting.
The same slate of officers will
serve again far the coming year.
Other officers are Mrs. C. B.
Fair, vice-chairman; Mrs. Rudy
Allbritten, secretary - %reunion
Mrs. R. H. Robbins, study; Mrs.
Clyde Jones, service; Mrs. C. E.
Broach, worship; Mrs. Herbert
Farris, love gift.
Mrs. Austin and Mrs. C. B.
Fair, hostesses, served refreshments to the twelve members
and one visitor, Mrs. Riley.
••••

Bridal Breakfast
Given At Parker
Home Wednesday

- The
&t.- Departmentof the
Mrs. Donald Curdts Simmons
Murray Woman's Chib held its
Miss Alta Fay Andrus, daugh- tog", "I Love Thee", "Lieliestrafinal Meeting of the club year
on Tuesday, June 4, at six-thirty ter of Mrs. Lectra Andrus of um", and during the pledging of
o'clbcit in the evening at the Murray and the late Grover C. the vows "Claire de Lune."
Andrus of Graves County, be- Selections by the soloist were
club house.
Mrs. A. C. Sanders, retiring came the bride of Donald Curdts "I Love You Truly", "Because",
chairman, introduced the new Simmons, son of Mr. and Mrs. and at the dose of the cerechairman, Mrs. Graves Hendon, John .Howard Simmons of Mo- mony "The Lord's Prayer." The
who appointed Mrs. Matt Spark- bile, Alabama, on Sunday, June traditional
wedding
marches
man, Mrs. John Whitneil, Miss 2.
were used for the processional
Dr. H. C. Chiles performed the and the recessional.
Frances Seartien, and Miss Lorene
Swann to serve as the program double ring ceremony at *our
Bride's Drees
o'clock In the afternoon at the
committee.
The bride, given in mairiage
The tables were attractively First Baptist Church of Marra/.
The church was beautifully -by her uncle, Boyd Aydelott of
decorated with lovely arrangements of white flowers and blue decorated with greenery fol-ming Dotted, Mich., wore a be
hydrangea from which a deLci- a background for the candelabra., floor length gown of km
ous potluck supper was served. ,holding burning tapers. Arrange- our• silk tissue taffeta.
Mrs. Richard Tuck, Mrs. Joe ments of white gladioli surround bodice was fashioned with a
N. Rayburn, and Mrs. Charles the wrought iron bridal areh embattle neckline with cutout deReecor are new members of the sad baskets of gladioli on each signs delicately embroidered with
department for the corning year. side of the arch completed the sequins and seed pearls. The
bodice was covered with appliMrs. Tuck was preset): for the decorations.
qued Chantilly lace extending on
dinner meeting
Miss Shirley Joyce Chiles, orThe hostesses were Mrs. E. B. ganist, and Harry Hampsher, the upper part of the long sleeve
Howton, Mrs. Russell L. Johnson, soloist, presented a program of which ended in points at the
Mrs. Elliott Wear, Mrs. George nuptial music. The organist's wrist. The princess waistline
E. Overbey, and Mrs. A. C. numbers included "Through the came to points at front and back
to which the full skirt w a s
Sanders.
Years", "Always", "At Dawnattached. Panels of appliqued
lace also decorated the skirt.
. The chapel length veil of illusion was attached to a small
tiara embroidered with seed
pearls. She carried a White Bible
topped with a white orehid and
lilies of the valley caught with
white satin streamers tied in
love knots.
Mrs. Purdom I.ovett was the
matron of honor. Mrs. Swann
Parks and Miss Bettie Brame'',
sorority sister of the bride, were
the oridesmaids. Mrs. Lovett's
dress was a waltz length of pale
blue satin cotton styled similar
to the bride's. The bridesmaids
wore pale pink dresses of the
same material and style. They
carried bouquets of carnations
and net matching their dresses
and wore matching bands of
pleated nylon tulle in their hair.
Bill Claxton of Louisville serThe three principal characters in the emotional draved as best man. The ushers
ma, "Crime of Passion": Raymond Burr, Barbara
were Walter Jones, Jr., Purdom
Stanwyck and Sterling Hayden. The picture, a UnitLovett, Jim Brummal of Clinton, and Hill Creekmur of Paed Artists release, will open Sunday at the Murray
ducah.
Drive-In Theatre for its First Run ir. Murray.
The bride's mother wore a
sheer blue dress with navy accessories and a purple orchid
corsage. Mrs. Simmons wore a
blue dress with a purple orchid.
Miss Helen Simmons, sister of
the bridegroom, wore a pink
dress and a corsage of cymbidium orchids.
, Keep your money at home • Promote Kestamayl
Reception
Following the ceremany a reception was held at the Baptist
Student Center.
The bride's table was overlaid
with a lace cloth Over pink. The
four tiered wedding cake and
arrangements of summer flowers
in pastel shades adorned the
1 table.
Miss Julie Hawkins. Miss Jean
Ann Moubray, Mrs. Hal Shiplcy,
Mrs. Charles Rob Adams, and
Mrs. Robert Vaughn assisted
with the serving. Each wore a
.0 corsage of white carnations.
Don't settle with less than the Best!
Mr. and Mrs. Simmons left
after the reception for a southern
LET US ADVISE YOU ON YOUR INSURANCE NEEDS
wedding trip. For traveling the
bride wore a periwinkle blue
sheath linen dress with a white
pique band neckline and white
209 Maple Street
Phone 1697 accessories.
The couple will reside in Mau-

7 Fe

Kentucky Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Co.

FARMER OWNED • FARMER CONTROLLED

•••

Activities

Mrs. A. B. Austin opened her
home fur the rueeung of Group
II of the Christian Women's
Fellowship of the First Christian
Church held on Tuesday, Vile
4, at two-thirty o'clock in ilie
afternoon.

Delta Department
Meets Tuesday
For Potluck Supper

•

Locals

Club News

Andrus-Simmons Wedding Is Held Sunday
In Ceremony At the First Baptist Church

S

•

FRIEN DLY

0

Miss Ruzene Dowdy, bride elect of Holmes Ellis, Jr., was
honored with a breakfast by
Miss Nancy Spann and Miss
Dortha Parker at the home of
the latter on North Tentn Street
on Wednesday morning, June 5.
The dining room table was
centered with a lovely pink arrangement of drums and snapdragons. A small pink bridal
slipper filled with the same
flowers was placed in the center
of each table.
Miss Dowdy chose to wear for
the occasion a lovely ,mint-green
seottian dress with an embroidered bodice. She was presented a
corsage, resembling a miniature
M/
si bouquet, made of garand lilies of the valley.
Mrs. Holmes Ellis, mother-inlaw to be of the honoree, was
given a lovely corsage of white
daisies.
Those present were Misses
Janet Jetton, Mary Helen,. Waters,
Margaret Tarry, Betty Scindurant, Fidelia Austin, Shirley Geuran, Susanne Nix, and Donna
Wilson; Mesdames Jerry Wilson,
Hugo
Wilson, John
Colman,
Holmes Ellis, Hafford Parker,
Cletus .Cagle, the honoree, and
the hostesses.

C'HEV
Ky. hi
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White,
Ky.
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Surprise Shower
For Mrs. Garett
Is Held Recently
Mrs. Jerald Garrett was the
honoree at a surprise stork shower held at the home of Mrs. Karl
Warming on Saturday, June 1,
at seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening.
The hostesses or the evening
were Mrs. Warming, Miss Beverly Cursey, and Mrs. Joe Pat
James.
The honoree was presented a
corsage of yellow carnations. She
was thE recipient of many lovely
and useful gifts.
Refreshments were served from
the beautifully appointed table
overlaid with a white damask
cloth and a centerpiece of a
stork
surrounded
by
yellow
gladioli. Yellow and mint green
napkins were used.
Those present were Mrs. Jack
Adams, Miss Mabel Harris, Mrs.
Burman Parker, Mrs. Robert
Hopkins, Mrs. Madelle Talent,
Mrs. Connie Armstrong, Mrs.
Ryan Graham, Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver, Jr., Mrs. Clarence Horton,
Mrs. Dan Stewart, Mrs. J i in
Rice, Mrs. Hugh Farris, Miss
Ruth Lassiter, the honoree, and
the hostesses.
Unable to attend but sending
gifts were Mrs. Ivan Johnson,
Mrs. Mason Ross, Mrs. Holley
Oliver, Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver, Sr.,
Miss Datha Cleaver, Mrs. Wildie
Ellis, Mrs. Clifton Barrett, Mrs
Julia West, Mrs_ Joe Brandon,
Mrs. Jack Jackson, Mrs. Purdom
Lovett, Mrs. Jerry Thomas, Mrs.
Dewey Todd, and Mrs. S a tu
Sumner.

• •• •
Mn,. Jessie Rogers
Hostess For Jessie
•
Ludwick
Meeting

3, 195
lso Ii
drive.
3rd &
Supported by a police matron (left) Mrs. Cecelia Konecki fifes her son Adrien, 17, across
a
desk in a Chicago police station after he was picked up following the knife slaying of a 14-yearold boy. Diminutive Adrien, according to witnesses, quarreled with two
younger but larger boys,
when they teased him about his lack of stature. Michael Bucsko, one of
the boys, was stabbe
in the heart.
(International Soundphoto

Concern Is
Shown Over
Rabid Animals
Several Kentucky counties, notably Fayette and Wayne, are
reporting concern about" rabid
animals, according to R. L. Heetonie, I). V. M., Director of the
Division of Veterinary Public
Health of the Kentucky State
Department of Health. A total
of 141 cases of rabies in animals
has been confirmed by the Department of Health laboratories
up to :May 1 of this year.
Dr. Hectorne emphasized the
importance of correct procedure
when aeunals are suspected of
rabies. ''A person bitten by a
rabid or suspected rabid animal
should immediately consult his
physician too btam anti-rabies
treatment. But since this antirabies treatment may be somewhat dangerous to human hemp,
examination of t h e suspected
animal's brain tisane is of supreme importance to the physician in deciding whether or
not to give vaccine to the anusuins
victim," Dr. Hectorne said.
.. The following points tor dealing with possible rabies were
outhned by Dr. Hectorne:
I. Any person who has been
bitten should tie placed under
a physician's care immediately.
2. Any animal that has bitten
a person or another, animal or
is suspected of hairing' rabies
should be confined for 14 days
and the local health department
should be notified.
3. Observe the animal daily
and watch for any unusual
symptoms.

The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the Woman's Association of the
College Presbyterian Church
held its regular meeting at the
home of Mrs. Jessie Rogers on
Tuesday, June 5, at two-thirty
o'clock in the afternoon.
Mrs. Charlie Crawford presented the program by discussing
articles on missions from the
church magazine, "Outreach."
The devotion on "Brotherhood
and Race" was given by Mrs.
ray for the summer.
L. A. Moore.. A general discusOut of town guests included sion followed the devation.
Mr. arid Mrs. Edward J. GctiderThe chairman of the circle,
nalik, Mr and Mrs Jesse West, Mrs. Mqpre, presided at t h e
4. Do not destroy the animal
Detroit, Mich.; Mrs. Harry Lynn meeting which was closed with before he shows definite signs
and daughter, Pamela, Calffor- the hilzpah benediction,.
of rabies.
nia; Mr. and Mrs. Lubie Robert5. If the animal does show
son, Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. A.
INVESTORS TEED OFF
signs of rabies, do not destroy
B. Camp and daughter, Mr. and
LOS ANGELES t — Thirteen it by chemical poisoning, clubWeirs. C. E. Simmons, Mr. `and persons who invested 38.500 in bing on the head or shootitig in
Mrs. Russell Rice, Jackson. Tenn.; George C. Debay's "perfect
golf the head. These methods destroy
Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Adams, Mr. swing" device are
teed off. They tthe brain tissues and make
and Mrs. Ray Cleghorn, Vita, complained in court
that the laboratory tests difficult or even
Tenn.
device was a bust.
impossible.
6. Pack the head of the suspectedd animal in a water-tight
metal container, which in turn
should be packed lin cracked
Ice for shipping to the laboratory.
Ninety 'positive cases of rale.in dogs have bsseh discover.
this year; 89 eases had been
discovered for the same period
of time last year. Dr. Hectorn.
attributes the fact that rabi,
among dogs has inot increased
to the large number of dog"
which have been vaccinated MI
required by the 1954 Rab
Law.
"
00f the 133.21T dogs vaccinated
in 1954, directly after the State
Law became effective, 94,411
were given three-year vaccir.
Owners should be reminded that
these dogs must, under the law,
be vaccinated again in 1957,"
r. Hectorne stated.
Rabies vaccination clinics will
be held in June in Jefferson
County. Further clinics will be
held throughout the State.
Dogs vaccinated with one-Year
vaccine, which is air) in use,
are required to be vaccinated
every year. Vaccination certificates issued to the owners at
the time of vaccination tell the
owner the expiration date.

NOT ONLY does Dave Beck, Jr., (above) bear a
striking resemblance to his father, but his answers
to questions by th.. Senate rackets investigating committee in Washington, were much the same. Beak
Jr., invoked the Fifth Amendment repeatedly as the
Senate group brought the Teamsters Union phase of
their inquiry to a close. Onternational §owadynot.ol

•

New Link In
Body's Building
Of Proteins
CHICAGO —
— Massachusetts scientists say they have discovered a link in the chain of
events leading to the way the
body's cells build protein.
The ribonucleic acid, with the
amino acids attached, has been
isolated and has been shown
capable of turning its amino
acids over to another part of the
cell where they are united to
form protein.
The puzzle of protein-building
has long stymied scientists. Solution of the problem could lead

Slaying Suspect

to an understanding of the differences between cancer cel,ls
and normal cells—thus pointing
a way to the control of caincer.
Drs. Mahlon B. Hoaland, Paul
C. Zamecnik and Mary Louise
Steve
General
ii
of the Massachusetts
ospital toid the Federerican Societies f,or
aation
Experinieltal Biology of iteir
find in the protein-building experiments.
The link involves a large molecule called ribonucleic acid which
'appears to Iittach chemically
amino acid building blocks to its
surface.
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remit, Si, a uerman retsages maid, is shown in Van
Nuys, Calif., after she was
booked on suspicion of slaying
her employer, Mrs. Thelma Macomber, 43 in North Hcillywood,
Calif. Max Tatch, on whom Mrs.
Mintz had thrown suspicion of
committing the slaying, was
cleared of all charges. Mrs.Mintz
denied she had anything to do
with Mrs. Macomber's death.
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From the very bottom of our hems
to thank the voters of the 42nd
wish
we
Judicial District for the tremendous support given us in our campaign for Circuit
Judge. Your confidence we will always
cherish and our loving kindness we shall
never forget.
We wish to also thank Judge Loyal
HUSBAND CONFUSION •
for his good wishes which he so graciously
expressed to us at the conclusion. We wish
HOLLYWOOD 01 —Broadway
actor Ted Jordan's life has be- -1---/for him and Mrs. Lovett the very best of
come complicated since Hotly.
everything in the years ahead.
Wood actor Ted Jordan married
strip-teaser Lili St. Cyr. "Hardly
The
a week goes by that someone
doesn't call me or ask Ate about
EARL OSBORNE FAMILY
my wi!e. Lili." he said. Jordan,
Broadway Ted. that is, is marEarl, Helen, Bill, Tom, Phyllis 1.;
ried to a brunetee named Joanne

Moore.
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Mother Weeps For Son Accused Of Murder

Mrs, Richard Armstrong was
hostess for the May meeting at
the Penny Homemakers Club
held recently at her home or.
the College Farm Road.
"Finishing Slip Covers" was
thq, subject of the lesson presented by Mrs. Ernest Madrey.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. John Ed Waldrop. Mrs.
Alton Cute directed the recreation.
During the social hour refreshments were served. by the hostess tp the nine members and
two visitors, Mrs. Christine Sherman and Mrs. Barletta Wrather.
The next meeting will be held
at the City Park.
• •• •
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Armstrong Home Is
Scene Of Meeting
Of Penny Club
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ANNIE'S A CELEBRITY
5:30 Beat The Cluck
6:00 Popeye and Friends
NEW YORK 411 - Annie, a
6:30 Dick Powell's Zane Grey
misnamed male penguin, will
Theatre
-cut" the ribbon today at dedica7:00 Mr. Adams & Eve
tion ceremonies for the n e w
720 Frontier Doctor
aquarium at -Coney Island': -An=
8:00 The Lineup
flue, a former resident of the
8:30 Person To Person
old aquarium at'Battery Perk, is
Daylight Saving Time
9:00 Schlitza-Playhouse
expected to make the dedication
AM
-PM
SUNDAY
5:15
Doug
Edwards
&
News
9:30 West Point
official by biting through the
Zit per word fikl one day, minimum of 17 words for 60c - 6c per word for three day*. Classified sae are payable In advance.
1100
Heckle
and
Jeckle
10:00 Shell Big News
ribbon instead of cutting it. The
11:30
Faith
for
Today
PM
MONDAY
10:10 Weathervane
ribbon will be wrapped around
12:00 Little Rascals
5:30 Popeye and Friends
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
a smelt.
PRINTED Broad Cloth and 80
COSTLY MAINTENANCE
12:30 Wild Bill Hickok
6:30 Talent Scouts
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
square print, A3 yards $1. New
•
1:00 Hollywood Spectacular
7:00 I Love Lucy
SINGER SEES RED
shipment mill ends. Lassiter
2:30 World News Roundup
7:30 December pride
AM SATURDAY
MILWAUKEE, Wis. (IA -Emil
Cloth Shop. Benton Road..
ITC
LOS ANGELES tIM - Singe: 3:00 See It Now
8:00 Studio One
CHEVROLET, 1955 V8 2 door
LOOK! Free installation on all
7:30 Captain Kangaroo
Flechner,
30,
a
tile
setter,
in
a
D3rla
Hood
divorced
her
husb- 4:30 You. Are There
9:00 Robin HOod
Ky. license. Phone 1142 or 1821 USED Electric hair clippers. $5. Alum awnings for limited time,
8:30 Mighty Mouse Playhouse
divorce action charged his wife and, Robert, Tuesday:- Miss Hood, 5:00 Lassie
9:30 Burns & Allen
- •
TFC Call 1103.
any size. 10 Alum windows, 1
9.00 Susan's Show
with mismanagement of his` af- who recently recorded "1 Wahna 5:30 IT You Had A Million
10:00 Sht-.1 Big News
door, $199 installed. Home Com9.30 It's A Hit
.ANOS, new and used. Seiburn CHROME and plastic dinette set. fort Co., 18th & plain street. fairs. Flechner said his wife, Be Free," decided on a divorce 6:00 Ed Sullivan Show
10:10 Weathervane
10:00 Big Top
Loretta, bought a chair for 37 after her husband told her the 7:00 G.E. Sunday Night Theatre 10:15 Million Dollar Movies
White, 403 Chestnut St., Murray, Five
pieces. Good condition. Phone 1303.
J15C
11:00 Sky King
cents and then spent $200 to fix tell-tale marks on his shirt col- 7.30 Alfred Hitchcock Presents 12..00 Sigh Off (Midnight)
Ky.
JIIP Reasonable. Phone 720.
J1OC
11:30 Air Force Digest
lar was red ink.
WARNING to all dog owners, it up.
800 $64,000 Challenge
11:43 Dizzy Dean Show
UB FARMALL, plow, disc, culpeople poisoning for rats.
8:30 What's My Line
J8C
11:55 Game of the Week
tivator and mower. Phone 2256.
PM TUESDAY
9:00 The Visitor
5:30 Name That Tune
FOR YOUR general hauling call
J7P
9:30 Jack Benny
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
OSSWORD PUZZLE
6:00 Popeye and Friends
John Shekel!, Reasonable rates.
10:00 Soldiers of Fortune
PM SATURDAY
3, 1951 FORDS, all good cars, GARDEN, TRACTOR. Conner
6:30 Private Secretary
Phone 2174.
J12.P
ACROSS
21-Peer Gynt's
•
6
10:30
Weathervane
2:30 Belmont Stakes
lilso 1950 Ford convertable, over- Implement Co., phone 1313. J7C
WM/
mother
7:00
To
Tell
The
Truth
COIN- A ail 10:35 Million Dollar Movies
row dim
3:00 Roy Rogers
32-Artlflcial
drive. Lampkins Motor Sales,
MONUMENTS
7:39 Red Skelton
Trinket
language
NICE Sleeping Room, close in.
12:00 Sign Off (Midn.ght)
4:00 Room 500
,3rd & Maple.
Murray Marble &Granite Works,
Small rug
°:",
33-Sacred song
J7C
•To
8:00
$64,000
Question
GENT
Gentleman preferred. Call 1240,
I-Unclose
Si--Bakers product
4:30 News Conference
builders of fine memorials for
LA
Ft e A
3-River in
8:30 Spike Junes Shia.,
36-Kind of fly
J8P over half century. Porter
5:00 Woods 'N Waters
1953 PLYMOUTH, 2-dr., 2 tone 301 North 5th St.
Germany
37-Jumped
El
White,
00
9:
O'Henry Playhouse
MORNING PROGRAMS
14-Collection of
dite.,Horae's neck
5:30 The Buccaneers
POSES
green, good Uses, worth the 2 BEDROOM
JI1C
facts
9:3O Phil Silvers Show
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
furnisned apart- Manager. Phone 121.
hair
Pi
L
N
6:00 Jackie Gleason Show
15,--Reconstructed
money. Lampkins Motor Sales. ment, electric heat
40-To dne side
10:
00
Shell Big News
and fan. 74)0 CALLO WAY County Board of
6:31) Channel 5's Farm Report
T AA
17-Game at cards
12-Sunburn
7:00 Gale Storm Show,
43rd && Maple.
J7C Poplar. See Mrs. Grogan Roberts.
1S-Suffix:
10:1 O Weathervane
43-Muelcal dramas
6:40 Speer Family
A
t•
Education is asking for bids on
7:30 S R 0 Playhouse
follower of
14-Itecree
6:55 Morning News & Weather 10:1 5 Million Dollar Movies
J7C school bus insurance. Any in20-Prejudiced
47-Title of respect
FOR TOBACCO HAIL insurance, Phone 1080.
8:00 Gunsmoke
ur.
0
1
R_ Intari
21-Flower
llIMil
- .
41-Part of fa.-e
12:0O Sign Off (Midnight)
7:00
Captain
Kangaroo
see Claude Miller. Phone 758 and FOUR
13-Stone carved in
8:30 San Francisco Beat
Lo--Engltaki queen
ROOM unfurnishisi apart- surance company wishing to bid
7:45 CBS News
5 1-Worm
relief (pl.)
1050. Office over Dale &.
9:00 Federal Men
ment, electric heat, available may get forms and information
24-Fruit airing
52-01rre
7:55
Morning
News
&
Weather
25-Bushy clump
TF immediately, also 4 room house. at the superintendent's 'office.
nickname
9:30 Public Defender
PM WEDNESDAY
2-Simian
8:00
Garry
Moore
5.1-Manufacture
26-Cassee
1-1 ieath
J 10C
10:00 Million Dollar Movies
b:30 Popeye and Friends
See R. W. Churchill, Phone 7.
8:30 Arthur _Godfrey
2S-Pronoun
4-Groviriug out of
a
DOWN
11:30 Target You
6:30 Little Rascals
SPECIAL 100 white rock chicks,
5-insect
J7C
1-Preposition
(Except Friday, Garry Moore)
6-Spanish attlrle
$11.50. Due to a cancellation these
7:00 The Millionaire
42:00 Sign Off (midnight)
7-Oppost
9:30 Strike It Rich
mithu•
H
-ELP WANTED
I
7:30 I've Got A Secret
chicks mus-7. be sold at reduced 3 ROOM Apartment. 1
or Nsav's *ids
10:00
Valiant
Lady
furnished
8-Lessen
8:00 20th -Century Fox Show
prices. Phone 336-J. Murray and 1 unfurnished. N.
9.-Order of nuns
10:15 Love of Life
15th St.
Six years ago, the first United
10-Ptiast,r
9:00 Arthur Godfrey Show
Hatchery.
' J8C Across from college campus. Call 62.00 HOURLY possible doing
10:30
Search
For
Tomorrow
11--Chiliese unit of
Nations Cemetery was dedicated
light .assembly work at home. No
10:00 Shell Big News
currency
10:45 The Guiding Light
834.
J8C
in Pusan, Korea.
14-Prefix: dmvn
experience necessary. Sanco Mfg.
10:10 Wethervane
BOSTON Thorough bred screw
111)0 CBS News
18--3taite amends
20-Cushion
tail pups, 1 month beauties. Ivan FURNISHED Apartment, Fred Co., 8507 West 3rd Los Angeles
11:10 Stand Up And Be Counted 10:15 Million Dollar Movies
21-Inclined
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
J8P
J8P 48, Calif.
11:30 As The World Turn,,
Graham, Concord Road, ,near McClure, 300 Wuocilawn.
roadway
22-Poem a
1200 Our Miss Brooks (Noon)
Morgan's Grocery.
J7P
2
57 2.11
23-Temporary led
PM THURSDAY
FOUR ROOM apartment. Heat,
25-American larch
5;30 Popeye and Friends
',7 4 3.
5 PIECE Dinnette Set. Blond lights and water,
Vi3i
,
1
431
27-Nitta!
29
garaged fur21-She. pfold
AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
6:30 Climax
finish, good condition. See Ralph nished. See at 1106 W. Main
53
1,4
30-Sloek
e IS
or
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
7:30 Play house 90
31-5ureor
Darnell. Phone 1432-M-2.
1TP call 512-J.
'..
1
J1ONC A TARPAULIN off truck Mon34--Changes
7
54
12:30 House Party
900 Sgt Preston of the Yukon
day, June 3, between Stella and
35-Swordsman's
GOOD SELECTION of useciabed,1:00 The Big Payoff
9:30 Bob Cummings
dummystake
Murray. If found please notify
SERVICE STATION
t-Prult
room suites, two slightly used
1:30 Bob Crosby
10:00 Shell Big News
5s-Turkish
Billy Smith, Kirksey, Ky., phone
4Ir Kroehler swivel TV chairs, also
41
Sc
35.-Title of respect
2:00
The
10:10
Brighter
Day
Weathervane
owned and operated by
Kirksey.
J 10C
10-Be defeated
slightly used drop leaf 7 piece
2:15 The Secret Storm
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
41-Ss'red bull
as
*
MAX LOVETT
dining room suite. Exchange TO BUY two bedroom house
12-Initials of 2gth
2341 The Edge of Night
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
* BILL ROBERTS
President
RARE BILL RETRIEVED
T5:
Furniture Ci., 300 Maple. .Phone VA or FHA. Phone 1050, May51
3:08 Jimmie Dean Show
A I -Nomhor
4th & Chestnut
Ph, 213
41-55 riting fluid
877.
J8C field, K
J7P
3.4$ The Big Show
-PM FRIDAY •
11. UMW. PaIase
15-Born
CHICAGO (IPI -When Ricky
411-PrOnnin
Gordon, 11, learned that h i s
five-dollar bill of a rare series
NANCY
by Ernie Bushnullair
had been spent by mistake, he
.gave- it up for lost. Then'Ricky's
father, went out to buy some
I'D LIKE
BY THE WAY-- HOW
IS THIS THE
chop suey. Included in the change
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
MUCH WOULD YOU
PUT
TO
NEWSPAPER
was the bill that had been in
I LOST MY
104 East Maple St.
Phone 262
ME FOR A
IN
PAY
AD
AN
?
OFFICE
Ricky's collection.
PUT

W-L-A-C

TV SCHEDULE

FOR SALE

NOTICE

1

FOR RENT

Z

T

MIME IMAM MUM
MUM WM MIMI
MMOMMERMINIMMII
EMMEMMUMMEM

4

Lost & Found

&R

I

AS9

PHILLIPS 66

Wanted

e_7

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.

WATCH - I'LL
AN AD IN THE
PAPS R

Rae Foley's new mystery novel

NEWS ITEM

YOUR
PAPER

DJO 70ucc
11
, 1 tw life she had made up her an ultimatum. 1 told him h3
that Ms
m..1c1 to cancel out the past, for- wSa t tit to
get it. She wheeled around to use of hypnotism was unethical
apartment
with and could become dangerous, if
thg. - She was atab slit slim and face lairn, hcr eyes on a level
criminal. One of his little
,lcTic and fiat bad looking. She his. •-f tell you," she said desper- not
anything. I. experiments had led a pre-med
rat facing Mr. -Petter in silence. ately, "1 don't know
kid to slash his wrist. Stuart condernuned that he should speak really don't."
-But you have an idea. I could tended he simply wanted to find
first.
out how far a person would go
face."
Hs explained his errand. As he see it growing in your
In inflicting pain on himself. Only
had told her over the telcne, "All along," she said, "I as- the wrist got septic and the boy's
be- sumed he was innocent. I couldn't arm was cut off at the elbow.
the Candy Kendrick case
mg re-ed. It was true, wasn't see a girl like La Pendleton back- He wanted to be a surgeon, too.
it. that she had known Stuart ing his alibi if it wasn't true. But I don't know why he kept quiet
Young while he was a medical -if he really killed that girl- but then I don't know a whole
student? Yes, she said, she had I'm morally responsible."
lot about hypnosis.
kncr.m
"Oh, rot," Mr. Potter said rude-Well, I said I'd expose Stuart
and
-We are starting all over," he ly. "Let's skip the emotion
unless he gave up medicine. He
facts."
to
geld: "going into the background get down
had a fit. He said he'd worked
ot everyone who was connected
She had been attracted to like a dog for it, which was true.
with the case."
Stuart Young, she said, and they But I didn't budge and finally he
"But Stuart wa.s acquitted," had spent a great deal of time knew I meant it. He was pretty
she said. "Anyhow. I have neither together. In fact, there had been sick. The bottom of things
seen him nor heard from him an interval when they had more dropped out for him. I'd taken
since he left here. I have abso- or less-ascitly assumed that they away his profession and he didn't
lutely no knowledge of the case." would get married. Then he had have a cent in the world and no
"But you knew Mr. Young. picked up this bug, this obsession, training for anything else.
about hypaotism. He felt that its
"I had three thousand dollars
What kind of person was he?"
The girl looked at him gravely. potentialities had not been fully rd been saving to tide me over
In
correcting
nervous
the lean time a doctor has in
She had known Stuart Young explored
quite well. They had beeh in the habits, in dealing with deep-mat- starting private practice. I told
coping
with
problems
in
fears,
ed
school,
had
him as long as I'd taken away
same year at medical
attended some of the same of personality maladjustment. He his earning power I'd let him
classes. They had both been hard had done a bit of experimenting. have that to give him a start
toward something else.
is-otkers, although he was She bet"Such as-?"
"We were sitting on a park
"Oh, well, there was a friend
ter student of the two.
"And yet," he said, "you both of his who asked him to try hyp- bench talking and arguing. Somegave up the medical profession." nosis and see whether it would one had left a Sunday supplement
break his cigarette there. Stuart sat turning thP
"Yes, we did. I'm working as help him
a free lance writer," she ex- habit. There was another who pages. There was one of those
plained. "I do articles for the wanted him to see whether he sob-sister features about Amerilaymen on medicine and popular could cure his insomnia. Things can heiresses. I think the idea
-", •
%%Ms to
science. There's really nothing I like that. In the beginning.
"I's got more and more inter- simple souls at heart, yearning
can tell you." She got to her
fecL "Sarry I can't help you,' ested. Then I began to see that for a cottage with honeysuckle
his interest wasn't purely scien- on the walls and six children to
she said in a tone of dismissal.
Mr. Potter stood up. "I'm sorry tific. He was fascinated by the cook for.
here
"Anyhow, one of the girls was
me.
Pm
not
you won't help
fact that he could affect behavior.
out of idle curiosity or in any That's when I realized that, used Nora Pendleton and the story
attempt to rake up dirt about unscrupulously, hypnosis could be played up the fact that she was
anyone. I'm here because the terribly dangerous. We argued unspoiled and shy, that she preKendrick else is very much alive. about it a lot. Then he stopped ferred books and music to soNora Pendleton is a friend of talking about it at all. Until-- ciety, and that in the fall she
mine and she is in great trouble." it was a silly thing. One night went to an inn because no one
She sat down again. "What has we Were going to a lecture and else was there. Stuart didn't say
she to be afraid of? She got her I said something about the fact anything but I guess he made up
man, didn't she?"
that I should really wear a dark his mind then to meet accident"She seems," Mr. Potter said suit but every single thing I had ally the retiring Miss Pendleton.
slowly, . "to be afraid of two was red. And he grinned. At He left' for Connecticut then."
After a long pause, Mr. Potter
things: either that someone wants first I thought it was a joke when
to kill her or that she is going he said, 'Of course you wear red.' said, "Could you be hypnotized
insane."
Thin I knew he'd made me do it. without knowing it?"
"Without remembering it," she
tie described the smothering. I said, 'Never so long as you live
the murder of Olive Biddle, the are you to hypnotize me again. said.
"But suppose something hapsubstitution of the morphine, and I won't have it.' And he said,
the nightmares.
pened-some situation arose so
'Want to bet?'
Amy Chandler sat with her
"It was a couple of days later, that you guessed?"
clenclied hands pressed again& just a short time before the end
-Then," Amy Chandler said
h,r mouth. "New do you expeei of term, when he dropped in. We grimly, "if I were Nora Pendleyou?"
inc to help
were going to a party. „He'd ton I'd be darned careful not to
"I don't know," he admitted, bought me a compact as a present show I'd guessed."
---,"but I have a hunch that you can and was holding the mirror for
If von will bring yourself to trust me while I powdered my nose. He
Some animal instinct, sonic
nut:.
elementary will for earsivrtl.
put me to sleep. I nee now I
She got lip and began to walk could have fought it but I was
went Nora racing along the
..ut, and clown the small room. She in love with the man." She gave
woods path, made her run
d,dn't, she said at list, knew a rueful smile. "That makes a
for her life. Continue the
what An do. From the time when difference. you know.
story to an exciting climax
'she had put Stuart Young out of
"1 talked to Stuart and I Issued berg tomorrow. ,
-CliAr711.:11 34
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I KNOW
HOW TO
MAKE HER
GO OUT
,AND RUN
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by Raabara Vas Soros

ABBIE au' SLATS
I SURE NODE MISS
WELL,SHE MIGHT FIND
GLANDULA UNDERSTANDS IT TOUGH REALIZI
WHY I CAN T GET
TNAT SOMEBODY PRE
MACKEREL TO MOVIE STA
ENGAGED TO HER,
I(SIGH) WENT TI-I•CUG/4
SOE
THE SAME PROCESS,'

I'LL STUN HIM, TORTURE Him,
ENGAGE HIM- AND THEN BReAK.
IT OFF: WONDEiR
WHAT HE LOOKS
WHAT
LIKE
DIFFERENCE
DOES IT MAKE?

&if- IT WAS WCRTH IT,
HONEY. NOW I KNOW TWAT
VOIJ LIKE ME JUST AS
MUCH AS
YOU LIKE
MACKEREL )

('(ES A MAN,
ISN'T HE?

1,7 AI CAP.

LIL' ABNER
."100 ARE TOO
SWEET TO
DECEIVE!! THIS
AIN'T THE REAL
.41.1
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SES
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
using a Bronson reel
WHITE BOMBER.

LURES
TO
CATCHES

by HUSH PUPPY
The % ounce

medium depth lures.
In trolling or making S ceasonably fast retrieve, they will
Anyway she is tirst in
travel between
and 6 feet in
running now as well as for the rods, spinning and trolling. These depth but can be4controlled
much
first place award in the stripe lures cast easily and are buoyant deeper if
desired, regulated by
bass class. Hers was the first enough to be used effectively how
much line you have out
women's entry. The field is as a surface lure as well as and
how fast you troll them.
wide open_in all classes and it
Here are versatile lures in the
would be a shame if we could
lightweight class that can be
not give away all those valuable
used strictly as a surface lure,
prizes we have on hand. The
or near the snrface, by twitching
contest ends August 12 but the
the rod tip on a slow retrieve,
time to enter is NOW. Take your
with built-in super action at
CATCHES by our sponsors and
any speed. Ideal for trout, bass,
have them weigh your prizes.
crappie and superb for silmon

Here is a LURE to the bait
dealer's CATCHES: Dutch Owen,
the know-flow fisherman with
a barrel of useful ideas. will be
near the icen-"
- Lake Boat Docks
all day with his famous baits.
Dutch ofers to take any tackle
dealers or guides out for a brief
demonstration of -how and why
he can aford to gurantee a ten
fish minimum Unlit to fishermen.

Donna Tolly has taken the
lead in the Class B Women's
Division. Donna (Mrs. Charles
Tolley) weighed in a 2
naiad
Stripe Bass which she caught
Stanford Anders at Murray
Tuesday.
Coal & Ice Co.. has a ready supply of Dutch Owens Crappie Rig
She landed the CATCH in the which is playing havoc on the
Blood River near Wild Cat Creek, lake.

Sincerely, honestly

Field Wide
Open For
Big Prizes

The Ledger & Times
Here is a hot
River is producing
CATCHES. Would
you drove out to
Grocery in New
investigated.

FISHING CONTEST
(May 3 thrcugh August 12, 1957, inclusive)

LURE, Blood
some antastic
be better if
Stubblefield's
Concord and

Fishing Contort •
THE LEDGER AND TIMES
Murray, Ky.
CLASS A ( ) CLASS 13 ( ) CLASS C ( )
Roy Tucker went out in boat
(Class A - Contest for men; Class B - Contest for women;
Class C - Juniors who have not attained 16th birthday at time of with Owen last week, stayed
two hours and returned to shore
catch. If entry is by a junior write age, birth date on border.)
I hereby,certify that I caught the fish described and that the with 75 bass.
following statements are true:
Th OWEN PLUG later accomKind of Fish
Date Caught
panied Everete Young, manager
of Woolworth's in St
Louis.
Weight
Length
Girth
Young's CATCH: 25 large black
bass, 10 white bass, two wall
eyes.
Lake or stream where caught

State

County

Rod Used
Line

Bill Brann is proud of a 36
inch cat he hooked last week
but is having a time convincing
relatives that
he made the
CATCH.

Fishing License No.
Reel

Test

Leader

Kind of fly, plug or live bait

Test
Fro Rnfro, Paducah, recently
caught a 6 3/4 largemouth bass
in this area.

used

Color of plug or fly pattern used

A. B. Thomson, Kuttawn had
artiee string of crappie which
weighed in at 2,5 pounds. a good

As close as possible, list exact site, approximate depth where fish
was caught and time of day:
reminder ehat crappie still add
to the menu.

If requested to do so by the judges. I agree to furnishan
fidavit attesting to the truth of the above sta.emants.

"Peppy" Latimer, former Paris
(Grove) basketball star. is operating a boat dock near Pickwick
Dam, Tennessee and reports
af- stripers are very active.

BE SURE TO GIVE FULL ADDRESS

Caught by (signed)

Telephone

Address

Carl Forst, St. Louis,. took 28
'crappie from the West Sandy
area near Paris last week

State

City

Stubblefield's Grocery
Fish witnessed and

measurements

1. Name

verified by:

2. Name

Address

Address

I am enclosing a clear
letter describing how

photograph of myself and the fish and a short
I caught the fish to gain 10 extra points.
(Check here if you are doing this for the extra points (

ENIX
SPORTING GOODS
on Concord Highway
scoTT-ATwarER MOTORS
BOATS - MINNOWS - FISHING
TACKLE - SOUVENIRS - GAS
OIL - FISHING LICENSE
ARCHERY EQUIPMENT
LIBERAL TRADE-INS ON
BOATS and MOTORS

FOR SALE
Mercury Outboard Motor

MARK VI
4.

Brand new, used only three times.
Complete with gas container, and
hose to motor.
- 1956 MODEL CALL 1103
AFTER 5:00 p.m.
REASONABLE

Dear Sir:
Herewith are the plugs, these
plugs are very much like the
Owen Basi Plugs, but are not
strictly the Owen, ours are being perfected; But here is new
you will not be able to buy the
Owen until you' know how to
use this one (does that make
sense?).
Learn how with this fine plug,
a get a lot of information even
before trying this plug, pull, retreive or troll this plug fast 3
to 7 miles per hour mostly on
the bottom of the lake, do, this
where there are bass, pike or
stipers (white bass) and You
will catch lots of fish.
Use no swivels nor snaps but
tie a very neat knot into the
split ring.
The best bet is to engage an
Owen instructor or go with some

and steelhead.
Terrific trolling lures, equally
good for light casting rods, and
perfect for spinning. Hot Shots
that should be in every tackle
box, and can be by writing: bne that has caught hundreds
Eddie Pope & Co., 767 West or thousands of bass the Owen
Atlanta Street, Altadena, Calif. way.

Albert Enix Sporting Goods &
Carpenter Shop) tells us the
bass are tearing right in to those
surface plugs. Hula Poppers,
especially yellow and white. He's
selling them fast, so better get
in the act. He is constantly called
upon to producer' White Bombers.

Owen has a copy of a letter
. with some instructive advice, in
todays section.

Letter To
Fishing Editor

TRY THESE FOR SIZE I

and 1/4 ounce
Hot Shots are the answer to an
overwhelming demand for lightthe weight plugs for hght casting

by JIM DUMAS

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

and a

We hear Donna's a terrific lady
fisherman and no doubt she
has her eyes set on that Mark
5, Airex Spinster. the Grand
Prize for the womens division.

reported

by Raymond Hamlin: 2 walleye. 2 crapvie. l smallmouth. Ir stripes-LURED at the mouth of Cypress
on ave spinners.

the following CATCH

When the sun rises and brings
a breeze with it, the surface
LURE is rmouved and replaced
by an underwater LURE for
the experienced fisherman knows
th fish has' left the shallows for
the deeper water and, though
just as willing to take a LURE.
it is necessary to go down awter

't‘
FRIDAY - JUNE 7, 19dt

V. R. (Dutch) Owen
306 2nd Street
Fulton, Ky.

Two Of Sinful Six.
May Be Traded

New York Mayor
Bass Fishing 1 Concedes
Meeting
Was A Flop
Tops At
Kentucky Lake

NEW YORK Sr - Although
he has promised to "expedite"
all efforts aimed at keeping the
- Dodgers and Giants in New York.
Mayor Robert F. Wagner today
FRANKFORT tlf1 - Fisher- virtually conceded his showdown
men who like the thrill of hook- meeting with officials of both
ing black bass should begin teams was a flop.
"There Was nothing to enreadying their equipment today
courage us,'". Wagner said after
for the wegkend.
The state Department of Fish holding a 76-minute conclave
and Wildlife Resources reported Tuesday with Walter O'Malley,
Thursday that bass fishing in president of the Dodgers, and
Kentucky Lake is better now Giant prexy Horace Stoneham.
The object of the meeting
than it has been all year.
Fishermen are catching the was to determine if New York's
NE ones by casting and fly two National League teams had
fishing in the early morning definitely committed themselves
and late evening. Striper fishing to a westward rnove.Tnent that
around Eg,gner's Ferry Bridge by next year could find the
also is improving, with spinners Dodgers playing in Los Angeles
and the Giants performing in
bringing in the most.
Black bass also are the best San FT ancisco.
It turned out to be a no-hit,
bet at Herrington Lake.
Fishing has slacked off at no-run, nu-commitment standoff.
Lake Cumberland but bass still ,Wagner said that O'Malley and
rate the No. 1 catch. The smart Stonehame told him during their
anglers are using surface and closed-door conference that they
enedium running lures off the tind "nu commitments to move."
"'They also said they have no
rocky Points.
Crappie catches are reported commitments to stay here," the
best at Dale Hollow, especially 'Mayor added.'
Despite, the fact the National
in the inlets and bays around
fallen treetops. Some black and League already has approved
white bass are being caught at a, transfer of the Dodgers and
night and early monting on live Chants to California, if they
Wye together, Wagner had schebait.
Blueeill are providing all of duled additional conferences with
the snorts at Dewey Lake where O'Malley and Stoneham this sumcrappie and bass fishing are mer in the hope of talking them
dist of such a switch.
reported "dull."
However, Tuesday's meeting did

By JOE SARGIS
United Press Soorta Writer
NEW YORK 41.1 - Reports
With the Ledger & Times Big that two of the New York YanFishing Contest almost six weeks kees' "sinful six" would be tradold, the contest is still wide open ed before the June 15 deadline
and it begins to look like pooped un again today along
someone is going to win a prize with a front office statement
by just catching a gold fish that all was harmonious between
from the family bowl.
General Manager George Weiss
But as long as its a fair catch and Field Manager Casey Sten- (Continued from Front Page)
and cleared by one of our gel.
and eleven nieces and nephews
sponsors, its dandy with up, we
The report of friction in the
She was a member of the
jest Sant to:give awe/'dome of Yankees' front office followed Sugar
Creek Baptist Church. The
these growing, stocks 'of • prizes. a disclqsure Monday that six funeral will be
conducted 3t the
The leaders and the,
' complete °layers - Mickey Mantle, Yogi Max Cherchill Funeral Home
at
fol.
division glasses is listed as
Berra. Hank Bauer, Billy Mar- 2 p.cri. Sunday with Bre.. Norman
14is:
tin, Whitey Ford and Johnny Culpeppy and Bro. J. H. ThurCLASS A (MEN)
Kucks
'
had been fined -a total man officiating. Burial will be in
, OV,H41_,L--Earnest Clevenger, of $5,500 for their night club Elm Grove Cemetery.
45 Plank SMALL. Oft: LARGE- antics on May 15.
Active pallbearers will be Ter'MUTH BASS, either bait, Weiss, an astute judge of play- ry Ray, Alvin Brandon, Marvim
Harry Sparks, -first • place, 35 es talent best known tor his Holland. Phearson Lovett, Fred
points; (5 pound catch). Second lack of sentiment, declined at Lovett and James Brandon.
Place-Joseph . Crawford. .20 first to comment on the fines
Friends may call at he Max
points (4 lb, 10 oz.).
or his reported feud with Sten- H. Churchill Funeral Home until
artificial bait, ne gel. but later released a state- the funeral hour.
7 CRAPPIE.
entries; BL MEGILL no entry; ment in which he said "reported
CATFISH (line-or pole) no entry. friction between Stengel and mySTRIPPED .13ASS . --Earnest self is wholly lin(rue,"
(Continue-I from Front Page)
Clevenger, 35 points (1 ids Ins.).
Minimize*. Yank Troulsies
PHOTOS sent ,
However, Wepts. statement
Clevenger, oat, -10 points.
eerier-1 to minimize the Yankees' typewriting I and II.. Americap
.
CLASS
• (V60 EN)
rathes thin elarqS them. history. world history, Algebra
ind two industrial art,
OVERAL--Doona Tolley, 35 sl-,ce most of the fined player' I and
points; ST1PPED BASSI-Donna felt Stenrel did not recrimmenti classes..
A qualified life guard will be
Tolley, 35 points (2 Ir. peind). )muck stiff penalties laut ws•
on . hand at the pool from 1:00
No other entries halve been overruled by Weiss.
recorded in the wornerts
Stengel. who huddled-. eaveral to 2:00 for the elementary grades
CLASS C lottneas under 16 times with Washington Senators and from 200 to 3:00 for the
..140 entries at all have Wien troubleshooter Charlie Dresser) klrb...schopt. grades.
"Mit by the juniors. The Ledger during the neist week end. we. 'Tuition for the high schc,o:
• Times, as a result will award at a elective which includes; will be $800 per unit, $1.00
nnr• re.istriition fee, and $1.00 swima spot prize to the first boy or the fined elavere. tue;s
ming fee.
girl under 16, who sends .n the en-owners Dan Tov•^C,
Those deeirlee forther•
1. ^^V'r-'.r the
Welsh about a ,
first entry.
Ma,
nieht club fracas who-, the ()lav- illation should centact MrMurras
ers leio-ned they wosild be as- G. McRaney. director.

Miss Edith...

Training...

Four Acres
ber For
Each Person

L

Yogi Berra May ri
Be Out Of Play
For Some Time
CLEVELAND IP - The New
York Yankees today faced tilt.
prospect of being without UV"
services of catcher Yogi Berra
for an indefinite period because
of an aparent nose fracture he
suffered against the Cleveland
Indians Wednesday night.
X-ray pictures will be taken

Unii

of-- Berra's nose, club trainer
Gus Mauch said.
"His nose is badly swollen,"
Mauch said, "but we are not
sure exactly how serious 04,
injury is."
Berra suffered the injury during the second Inning of Wednesday night's game, which the
Yankees won, 13-3.
A foul tip from the bat of
Larry Raines of the Indians
struck the bar on Berra's mask

Uri
Ca(

El1

United
WAE
ries
rke

and the impact from the ball
drove. the bar of.the mask ageinst
tthe Yanke catcher's nose.
• ,

'

next

that tt
him • a
and a
friend.

NEW OCCUPANT

DENVER, Tenn. ilT -It wasn't
her granddaughter Mrs, Johnnie
Corbitt found rattling around in '
the child's playpen one night. It
was a baby opossum which had come into the house and started
playing with the child's toys.

little or nothing to

strengthea
flickering., hope, and onF•
unidentified ccty administration
man admittecli • "It looks like
California Sere ,I come for the
Dodgers and the.diants."
that

STUBBLEFIELD'S GROCERY
FISHERMAN'S CHOICE FOR
COMPLETE EQUIPMENT
Rods - Reels - Poles - Minnows
Bait - Gas - Oil - Groceries Lunch Meat - Ice - Fishing 1.1Fense - Soft Drinks
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Concord Home of the Big Fishing Contest

Q, 9:30

X, Y.
U:00 J,

Murray Coal & Ice qa.
GOLD FISH - SHINERS
Soft DRINKS - TACKLE
ICE ctits-rs
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SATISFIED - Cli$T4IPMERS
MAKE. OUR LIVING1-.

trailer
lives
Sevei
..illed
ettevilli
after
Friday
pital.
Most
16 sur
of Grei
McCraj
receive

seised for their after hours car- 'Trainink Schostli Murray, Kenlucky
Dertreetione Iii Paveheri,•

However. neither Stengel or Funeral Of...
the players knew how stiff the
(Continued from Front Pave)
fine% would be until the players
with the excention of Kuck 'Baptist Church with Bro. M. M.
noticed a deduction for 21.000 Hampton conducting the service.
from their bo-monthty paychecks Burial will be in Elm Grove

There are about lour acres last Satusdav Kucks. who doesn't
of timberland an Kentucky for earn anywhere neer , as much
state. as the others, was fined $500.
every persoo living in
These forests supply raw ma- The players most often menterials for about 1.100 Okras tioned as "trade bait" are Bauer

Cemetery.
be Carl
Active pallbearers W
II. Clyde
Rowland, Bill W
Steele. Lowell King, L. D. Flora
atid Charles H. Erwin.
18,000
employ
that
mills
and
Friends may call at the Max
and Martin, both of whom ore
persons with an annual payroll ceiveted by Dressen. The Yan- 'H. Churchill Funeral Home until
kees, who dropped five of. seven the funeral hour.
them. It is their instinctive self- of $37 million.
These facts are contained in games during the last week to
preservation that takes them
ALLIGATOR SERVICE
out of the shallows. The sun ex- the 1957 edition of "Kentucky the Baltimore Orioles and WashPRINCETON, N. J als -Bill
poses the fish to all surface en- Forest Facts," just published by ingtott Senators, have never lookKerftuck4 'Forest Industries ed as had since the World War Jones of South Orange and Ray
emies.
mmittge and now being dis- II teams, and unless play picks Willey of Pittsburgh. Princeton !
On the west side of Kentucky tributed to newspapers, radio and up an the current 13-game West- students, report a lively business /
Lake, or should I say in Ken- TV stations, writrrs and others elm trip, heads are expected since starting their Student Allito mil before the tradliiir dead- gator Agency. which orders the I
tucky Lake, is the site of a for- thriefghout the lithe.
About 45 per cent of the line.
reptiles from Florida. They say
mer Marshall County town which
some customers use the alligators I
proudly carried the name of Bii- .Blue Grass State is covered by'
More than four million Amer- to greet unwanted callers and tol
q,'r,nshorn. When the lake was ttLeresta. kgys Ut.. industry
icans fish in salt waters annually. break dates.
created, this town like many cation.
. .
Kentucky forests are growin
other.; was doomed, its building,
and industris removed. However more timber than is being renature has prsrvd the memory moved from them by harvest
Points
of Birmingham for its former and through losses to fire, insects
1. Smallmouth or Largemouth Bass caught on
inhabitants. Even; other winter and diriease. according to the
artificial or live bait
1st-35 2nd-20
or so. the waters of th great feet book. Sawtimber is increaslst-35 2nd-20
2. Crappie caught on live bait
lake fall below the level of the ing by nearly three quarters
1st-35 2nd-20
3. Crappie caught on artificial bait
pavement and building founda- of a billion board feet a year.
1st-30 2nd-15
4. Bluegill caught on artificial or live bait
tions. The bottom structure of Most of this increase is in hard1st-30 2nd-15
5. Catfish caught on pole or line
old Birmingham High School. wood, the booklet points out,
lst-35 2nd-20
6. Striped Bass caught on artificial or live bait
which one Sent its basketball but softwood timber also shows
team to ti* state tournament, is a comfortable balance of growth
clearly exposed. It is only natur- over removal.
The booklet was published in
al, that many people patiently
line the banks of the river's cooperation with American Forest
I. The contest is divided into News.
main channel each winter, yearn- Products Industries. Washington, three divisions, Class A - men; 4. In case of a tie, earliest
D.
C..
national
sponsor
of
the
ing to walk through the beClass B - women; Class C - entry wins.
loved streets of Birmingham once American Tree Farm System and minors who have not reached
5. Contest open to fish caught
the
Keep
America
Green
forest
more.
their 16th birthday. Each class between May 3 and August 12,
fire prevention program.
inclusive.
The industry - operated Tree will be awarded a grand prize
Here are the statistic* on
6. The object of the contest is
for the I ividual compiling the
Farm
program
is
active
in
KenKentucky Dam: location, on Tengreatest n ber of points at the to enter as many times as postucky,
the
boklet
says,
having
nessee River 22 miles upstream
sible in each division class and
conclusion of the contest.
from its juncture with the Ohio 61 Tree Farms with 26.182 acres
2. The person In each class thus acquire the greatest possible
well-managed
timberland
of
snRiver at Paducah; cost. $115.who obtains the greatest number number of points so as. to win
000,000; size, 9th largest in the rolled. A Tree Farm is an area of points from all divisional
the grand prize.
privately
owned, taxpaying
U.S.; height, 208 feet from bed- of
be
will
classes
declared
winner
7. No one connected with the
rock; length, 8,422 ft.. 4th largest forest land being used by its of the contest in their respective Ledger
& Times, any sponsors
in U. S.;kiloitiatts of power pro- owner for growing repeated crops class and awarded the grand or
commercial fishermen, or
of timber.
duced, 180,000
prize. All other 1st and 2nd class Kentucky Lake guides will be
CONSERVATION PLEDGE: I
winners will receive prizes as eligible to receive any prizes.
Your Kentucky license is good indicated.
give my pledge as an American
8. Entry blanks may be obto have and faithfully to defend on Kentucky La.e south of the
3. Points will be awarded upfrom waste the natural reseurcis ,Kentucky-Tennessee state line on the basis of the largest fish tained at any sponsoring busines
of my country-its soil and mid- to Scott-Fitzhugh Bridge at by weight with the entrants be- house whose ad appears in the
Ledger &
erals, its forests, waters and Paris Landing State Park, Ten- ing notified each week through Fishing Section of the
Times each Friday, or direct
wildlife.
the Ledger & Times Fishing from the pages of this paper.
!L. nessee.
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- FISHING FUN AND NO MOSQUITOS -

RESTAURANT SERVES DELICIOUS
FOOD at MODE TE PRICES
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Rules
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Your famile
will favor
our fine food
When You're In The Mood
For Fine Food ...
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SUE & CHARLIE'S
FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
with HUSH PUPPIES

Somi
Coving
duitah
Lexing
Hopkin
Evan

* ON BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY LAKE *
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